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DRAFT OF DECEMBER 17, 1993 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF REGULATION AND LICENSING 

IN THE MATTER OF RULE-MAKING 
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE 
DEPARTMENT OF REGULATION 
AND LICENSING 

ORDER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF REGULATION AND LICENSING 

ADOPTING RULES 
(CLEARINGHOUSE RULE 93-151) 

An order of the Department of Regu1ation and Licensing to repea1 RL 83.01 (5) 
and (6); to renumber RL 80.03 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (11) and 
(12), 84.01 (6), 85.01 (5), 85.02 (7), and 86.01 (4), (5), (6) and (7); to 
renumber and amend RL 80.03 (10); to amend RL 80.01, 80.02, 80.03 (intro.), 
81.01 (intro.), (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7),83.01 (1), (2) and (3) (b), 84.01 
(1), 84.02 (1) and (2), 84.04 (1) and 86.01 (3); to repea1 and recreate 
Appendix I; and to create RL 80.03 (2), (5), (11), (12), (13) and (15), 81.01 
(8), 81.02, 81.03, 81.04, 83.02, 84.01 (6), (7) and (8), 85.01 (5), 85.02 (7), 
(8) and (9), 86.01 (4), 86.03 and chapter RL 87 re1ating to the regu1ation of 
real estate appraisers. 

Analysis prepared by the Department of Regu1ation and Licensing. 

ANALYSIS 

Statutes authorizing promu1gation: ss. 227.11 (2), 440.03 (1) and 
ch. 458, Stats., and ch. 458, Stats., as affected by 1993 Wisconsin 
Act 3. 

Statutes interpreted: s. 440.08 (3) and ch. 458, Stats., and ch. 458, 
Stats., as affected by 1993 Wisconsin Act 3. 

In this proposed ru1e-making order the Department of Regu1ation and Licensing 
amends various provisions in chapters RL 80 to 86, which were adopted by the 
department on Ju1y 29, 1991 (C1earinghouse Ru1e 90-237), and creates 
ch. RL 87. Prior amendments to chapters RL 80 to 86 were adopted by the 
department on Apri1 13, 1992 (C1earinghouse Ru1e 91-147). 

This proposed ru1e-making order is the resu1t of changes made in the law by 
1991 Wisconsin Act 39, 1991 Wisconsin Act 78 and 1993 Wisconsin Act 3, which 
create the requirements for the 1icensure and certification of real estate 
appraisers and require the department to promu1gate ru1es for the guidance of 
the appraisa1 profession, inc1uding ru1es governing professional conduct, 
examination, experience, education and continuing education requirements and 
procedures for credential renewa1. 

Chapter RL 80 is being amended to inc1ude the definition of "appraisa1 
analysis," "complex 1-to-4 family residential property appraisal," "practice 
of a temporary nature," "real estate broker's market analysis," "real estate 
counseling" and "transaction value." 

The terms "appraisa1 analysis" and "real estate counseling" are used in 
s. RL 83.01 (3) (b), to refer to types of experience which may be claimed by 
app1icants to satisfy experience requirements. Real estate broker's market 
analysis is being defined and inc1uded under s. RL 83.01 (3) (b) as an 
additiona1 type of experience which may be claimed as experience. 
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The terms "comp1ex 1-to-4 fami1y residentia1 property appraisa1" and 
"transaction value" refer to the type of real estate which 1icensed and 
certified appraisers may appraise. 

The term "practice of a temporary nature" re1ates to practice in this state by 
individua1s who ho1d credentia1s in other states. Section 458.095, Stats., 
provides that such individua1s may perform appraisa1s in this state without 
obtaining a credentia1, if they meet certain requirements, inc1uding but not 
1imited to, the requirement that their practice in this state be of a 
temporary nature as determined by the department by ru1e. 

Section RL 80.03 (10) defines the term "transitiona1 license." The ru1e is 
being amended to refleet changes made in the law by ~993 Wisconsin Act 3. 

Section RL 81.01 (intro.) provides that the department sha11 notify an 
app1icant within 15 business days of receipt of a comp1ete app1ication whether 
the app1ication is approved or denied. The ru1e is being amended to de1ete 
the reference to "15 business days." The department has adopted uniform 
procedures which estab1ish the time for review and determination of credentia1 
app1ications (refer to s. RL 4.06, Wis. Admin. Code). 

Section RL 81.01 (2) states, in part, that an app1icant who has a pending 
charge or has been convicted of any crime must provide certain information to 
the board. The ru1e is being amended to ine1ude the term "convietion reeord" 
in 1ieu of the phrase "been eonvieted of any crime." The term "eonvietion 
reeord" is used in ch. 458, Stats., and is defined in ch. 111, Stats. The 
ru1e is a1so being amended to e1arify that the department, not the board, 
grants appraiser credentia1s. 

Seetion'RL 81.01 (7) c1arifies that appraisers are required to doeument 
experience on a roster provided by the department. 

Seetion RL 81.02 sets forth the procedures for obtaining a transitiona1 
1ieense. 

Seetion RL 81.03 sets forth the requirements for the temporary registration of 
appraisers 1ieensed or certified in other states. 

Seetion RL 81.04 sets forth the seope of practice estab1ished for each type of 
appraiser credentia1. Seetion 458.01 (11) and (13), Stats., define the terms 
"general appraiser" and "eertified residentia1 appraiser," and specifies the 
type of real estate which each is authorized to appraise. The department is 
authorized under s. 458.03 (1) (e), Stats., to promu1gate ru1es speeifying the 
type s of real estate that 1ieensed appraisers may appraise. 

Subsection RL 83.01 (3) (b) is being amended to add real estate broker's 
market analysis as an additiona1 type of experience whieh may be used to 
satisfy the requirements for initia1 1ieensure or certification. 

Subsections RL 83.01 (5) and (6) are being repea1ed and recreated as 
s. RL 83.02. The change makes it c1ear that documents requested by the 
department under that section are obtained for purposes of verifying appraisa1 
experience. 

Seetion RL 84.01 (6) sets forth the eriteria for correspondence eourse 
approva1 for education coursework. 
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Section RL 84.01 (7) specifies the qualifications required of education course 
instruetors. 

Section RL 85.02 (8) sets forth the criteria for correspondence course 
approva1 for continuing education coursework. 

Section RL 85.02 (9) specifies the qualifications required of continuing 
education course instruetors. 

Section RL 86.01 (3) de1etes the references to initia1s, inc1uding "CRA," and 
adds the term "Wisconsin" before the tit1e "certified residentia1 appraiser." 

Section RL 86.01 (4) is being ereated to c1arify under what eircumstances 
1icensed appraisers may use the title "Wisconsin licensed appraiser." 

Section RL 86.03 is being ereated to identify the tit1e designations which may 
be used by appraisers on reports and agreements. 

Chapter RL 87 sets forth the procedure for renewa1 of appraiser certificates. 
Chapter 440, Stats., as amended by 1991 Wisconsin Act 39, authorizes the 
department to imp1ement a uniform procedure for renewa1 of credentia1s issued 
under chapters 440 to 459, Stats., and to adopt ru1es re1ating to late renewa1 
of credentials. 

TEXT OF RULE 

SECTIaN 1. RL 80.01, 80.02 and 80.03 (intro.) are amended to read: 

RL 80.01 AUTHORITY. The ru1es in chs. RL 80 to 86 87 are adopted under 
the authority of ss. 227.11, 440.03 (1) and ch. 458, Stats. 

RL 80.02 INTENT. The intent of the department in adopting chs. RL 80 to 
86 Bl is to estab1ish minimum standards for professiona1 appraisa1 practice 
for certified and 1ieensed appraisers which are consistent with the uniform 
standards of professional appraisal practice promulgated by the appraisal 
standards board of the appraisal foundation. It is further intended that 
these ru1es shall estabIish standards of competency such that persons 
certified as certified general appraisers and certified residentia1 appraisers 
or Iicensed as Iicensed appraisers are qua1ified to perform appraisa1s for 
federaI1y re1ated transactions under the Financial Institutions Reform, 
Recovery, and Enforeement Aet of 1989, 12 USC 3331 et seq, TitIe XI and United 
States Code. 

RL 80.03 DEFINITIONS. (intro.) As used in ehs. RL 80 to 8& 87 and in 
ch. 458, Stats.: 

SECTIaN 2. RL 80.03 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9) are 
renumbered (3), (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) and (14). 

SECTIaN 3. RL 80.03 (2), (5), (11), (12), (13) and (15) are created to 
read: 

RL 80.03 (2) "AppraisaI analysis" means a market analysis performed in 
accordance with Standards 4 and 5 of the uniform standards of professional 
appraisal practice as specified in Appendix I. 
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(5) "Comp1ex 1-to-4 fami:ly residentia1 property appraisa1" means an 
appraisa10f 1-to-4 fami1y residentia1 property in whieh the property to be 
appraised, the form of ownership, or market eonditions are atypica1. 

(11) "Practice of a temporary nature" means the performance by an 
appraiser of one or more appraisa1s eonducted for purposes of comp1eting a 
specific appraiser assignment. 

(12) "Real estate broker's market analysis" means a market analysis 
performed by a real estate broker or a real estate sa1esperson prepared in 
eonformity with Standards 1 and 2 of the uniform standards of professiona1 
appraisa1 practice as specified in Appendix I, whieh demonstrates the use of 
teehniques simi1ar to those emp10yed by appraisers to va1ue real property, and 
which effective1y uti1izes the appraisa1 process. 

(13) "Real estate counse1ing" means the performance of real estate 
consulting serviees in aecordance with Standards 4 and 5 of the uniform 
standards of appraisa1 practice as specified in Appendix I. 

(15) "Transaction value" means: 

(a) For 10ans or other extensions of credit, the amount of 
the 10an or extension of eredit; 

(b) For sa1es, leases, purchases, and investments in or 
exchange s of real property, the market va1ue of the real property interest 
invo1ved; or 

(e) For the poo1ing of 10ans or interests in real property 
for resa1e or purchase, the amount of the 10an or market va1ue of the real 
property ca1eu1ated with respeet to each such 10an or interest in real 
property. 

SECTION 4. RL 80.03 (10) is renumbered (16) and amended to read: 

RL 80.03 (16) "Transitiona1 Hcense" means aft-i-fti-~i-a± a certificate of 
1ieensure va±i-e-~ft~i-±-J~±Y-±T-±99aT-gpaft~ee-~e-a-pepseft-wfte-eees~fte~-s~emi-~ 
sa~i-s~ae~epy-evi-deftee-~e-~fte-eepap~meft~-e~-s~eeess~~±-eemp±e~i-eft-e~-ei-~ftep-~fte 
eHpepi-eftee-ep-~fte-ee~ea~i-efta±-pe~~i-pemeft~ST-as-ppevi-dee-~ep-i-ft-ssT-Rt-gaTQ± 

f~~-afte-g4TQ4-f±~ granted under s. 458.08 (5), Stats. 

SECTION 5. RL 80.03 (11) and (12) are renumbered (17) and (18). 

SECTION 6. RL 81.01 (intro.), (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7) are amended to 
read: 

RL 81.01 (intro.) APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFIED AND LICENSED APPRAISERS. An 
app1icant for certifieation or 1ieensure sha11 app1y on a form provided by the 
department. ~fte-eepap~meft~-sfta±±-fte~i-~y-~fte-app±i-eaft~-wi-~fti-ft-±~-e~si-ftess-eays 
e~-peeei-p~-e~-a-eemp±e~e-app±i-ea~i-eft-wfte~ftep-~fte-app±i-ea~i-eft-i-s-apppeved-ep 
eefti-eeT Any app1ieant who fi1es an applieation for certification or 
1ieensure, but does not comply with arequest for information related to the 
app1ication or meet all requirements within one year from the date of fi1ing, 
sha11 file a new app1ication and fee if eertification or 1icensure is sought 
at a later date. The complete app1ication shall inc1ude: 
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(2) A statement of arrest or eonvietion subjeet to ss. 111.321, 
111.322 and 111.335, Stats. An app1ieant who has a pending criminal eharge or 
has eeeft-eeftv~e~ee-ef-afty-e~~ffie a eonvietion reeord sha11 provide the eea~e 
department with all re1ated information neeessary for the eea~e department to 
determine whether the eireumstanees of the arrest or eonvietion e~-e~fte~ 
effeftee substantia11y re1ate to the practice of appraisa1; 

(3) A transeript or proof of 75, 105~ or 165 hours of 
instruetion as provided for in ss. RL 84.02, 84.03 and 84.04; 

(4) Evidenee of sueeessfu1 eomp1etion of 15 hours of instruetion in 
professiona1 standardsT and eode of ethics afte-e~a~e-±awe as required in 
s. 458.06 (2) (d), Stats.; 

(6) An affidavit verifying the required appraisa1 experience as 
required in s. RL 83.01 (4) (a); afte 

(7) Hee~eft~a~~eft A roster of appraisa1 experience as required in 
s. RL 83.01 (4) (b) afte-fe~T; and 

SECTION 7. RL 81.01 (8) is ereated to read: 

RL 81.01 (8) A ehrono1ogiea1 resume of emp10yment as required in 
s. RL 83.01 (4) (e). 

SECTION 8. RL 81.02, 81.03 and 81.04 are created to read: 

RL 81.02 TRANSITIONAL LICENSE. (1) An individua1 seeking a transitiona1 
1ieense sha11 submit the following: 

(a) Exeept as provided in par. (b), a eomp1ete app1ieation 
whieh satisfies the requirements for 1icensure set forth in s. RL 81.01, and 

(b) Documentation of 500 hours of appraisa1 experience as 
required in s. RL 83.01 (2) and (3), or a transeript or other proof of 
sueeessfu1 eomp1etion of 75 hours of instruetion as required in s. RL 84.04. 

(2) An appraiser who ho1ds a transitiona1 1ieense granted under 
s. 458.08 (5), Stats., may obtain a 1ieense under s. RL 81.01 by submitting a 
new app1ieation, the app1ieab1e fee and satisfaetory evidenee of eomp1etion of 
the experience or edueationa1 eoursework required under s. RL 83.01 (2) and 
(3) or 84.04, as appropriate. 

NOTE: A transitiona1 1icense granted under s. 458.08 (5) (a), Stats., is 
valid for 2 years from the date of issuanee or unti1 January 1, 1996, 
whiehever oeeurs first, and may not be renewed. A transitiona1 1ieense 
granted under s. 458.08 (5) (b), Stats., is valid for 2 years 1ess the time 
period during whieh the appraiser he1d the 1ieense under s. 458.08 (3) (b) 2 
or (3) (e) 2, Stats., 1991 Stats., or unti1 January 1, 1996, whiehever oeeurs 
first. 

RL 81.03 TEMPORARY REGISTRATION. (1) REQUIREMENTS. An appraiser who 
ho1ds a eurrent appraiser eertifieate in another state may use the tit1es 
deseribed under s. 458.055, Stats., when performing an appraisa1 in this 
state, if all of the following app1y: 
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(a) The appraisa1 is performed in a federa11y re1ated 
transaction. 

(b) The appraiser's practice in this state is practice of a 
temporary nature. 

(e) The appraiser eomp1etes the app1ieation and pays the fee 
speeified in s. 440.05 (6), Stats. 

(2) APPLICATION. An appraiser seeking a temporary registration 
sha11 app1y on a form provided by the department. An app1ieant who fai1s to 
eomp1y with arequest for information re1ated to the app1ieation or to meet 
all requirements for registration within one year from the date of filing, 
sha11 submit a new app1ieation and fee if registration is sought at a 1ater 
date. The eomp1ete app1ieation sha11 ine1ude: 

(a) The fee speeified in s. 440.05 (6), Stats; 

(b) Written verifieation of eurrent appraiser 1ieensure or 
eertifieation submitted by an authorized state offieia1 for eaeh state wherein 
the app1ieant ho1ds an appraiser 1icense or eertification; 

(e) A description of the appraisa1 assignment in this state 
ine1uding, but not 1imited to, information pertaining to the type of property 
being appraised, the 1oeation and approximate size of the property, the 
antieipated eomp1etion date and the name and address of the lender requesting 
the appraisa1; and 

(d) A statement of arrest or eonvietion subjeet to ss. 111.321, 
111.322 and 111.335, Stats. An app1icant who has a pending criminal eharge or 
has a eonvietion reeord sha11 provide the department with all re1ated 
information neeessary for the department to determine whether the 
eireumstanees of the arrest or eonvietion substantia11y re1ate to the practice 
of appraisa1. 

Note: App1ieations for temporary registration are avai1ab1e from the 
Department of Regu1ation and Lieensing, Bureau of Business and Design 
Professions, 1400 East Washington Avenue, P.O. Box 8935, Madison, WI 53708. 

RL 81.04 SCOPE OF APPRAISAL PRACTICE. Exeept as permitted by state or 
federa1 law, 1ieensed and eertified appraisers are authorized to conduet 
appraisa1s as fo11ows: 

(1) CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER. A eertified general appraiser may 
conduet appraisa1s of residentia1 real estate and eommereia1 real estate 
without regard to transaction va1ue. 

(2) CERTIFIED RESIDENTlAL APPRAISER. A eertified residentia1 
appraiser may eonduet appraisa1s of residentia1 real estate without regard to 
transaction va1ue and of eommercia1 real estate having a transaction va1ue of 
not more than $250,000. 

(3) LICENSED APPRAISER. A 1icensed appraiser may eonduct appraisa1s 
of comp1ex 1-to-4 fami1y residentia1 property having a transaction va1ue of 
not more than $250,000; 1-to-4 fami1y residentia1 real estate, having a 
transaction va1ue of not more than one mi11ion do11ars, and eommercia1 real 
estate having a transaction va1ue of not more than $250,000. 
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SECTION 9. RL 83.01 (1), (2) and (3) (b) are amended to read: 

RL 83.01 PROOF OF EXPERIENCE FOR CERTIFIED AND LICENSED APPRAISERS. 
(1) App1icants for certification as a residentia1 or general appraiser sha11 
submit evidence satisfactory to the department that the app1icant has at 1east 
2 years of experience as defined in s. RL 80.03 f±±~ illl ~e-~-~ee~deft~~~±-e~ 
gefte~~±-~pp~~~ee~-~e-~e~H~~ed-~ft-eT-4~gTQ6-f~~-fe~-~ftd-f4~-fe~T-S~~~e. 

(2) An applicant seeking licensure as an appraiser sha1l submit 
evidence satisfactory to the department that the app1icant has at 1east 500 
hours of appraisal experience. Aft-~pp±~e~ft~-wfte-mee~e-e±±-e~fte~-~e~H~~emeft~e 
~e~-±~eefteH~eT-&H~-~~~±e-~e-eH&m~~-ev~deftee-e~~~e~~e~e~y-~e-~fte-dep~~~meft~-e~ 
eHeeeee~H±-eemp±e~~eft-e~-~fte-e*pe~~eftee-~e~H~~emeft~e-w~±±-&e-g~~ft~ed-e 
~~~fte~~~eft~±-±~eefteeT--~~efte~~~eft~±-±~eefteee-e*p~~e-eft-JH±Y-±T-±99~T-~ftd-m~y 
fte~-&e-~efteWedT--Aft-~ftd~v~dH~±-Wfte-~ft~eftde-~e-p~~e~~ee-ee-~-±~eefteed-~pp~~~ee~ 
~~~e~-~fte-e*p~~~~~eft-e~-~-~~~fte~~~efte±-±~eeftee-mHe~-eH&m~~-ev~deftee 
e~~~e~~e~e~y-~e-~fte-dep~~~meft~-p~~e~-~e-JH±Y-±T-±99~T-e~-eHeeeee~H±-eemp±e~~eft 
e~-~fte-e*pe~~eftee-~e~H~~emeft~eT 

(3) (b) Inc1ude, but not be limited to fee and staff appraisal, ad 
valorem tax appraisal, review appraisal, appraisal analysis, highest and best 
use analysis, feasibility analysis, real estate counseling, real estate 
broker's market analysis and appraisal course instruction. 

SECTION 10. RL 83.01 (5) and (6) are repealed. 

SECTION 11. RL 83.02 is created to read: 

RL 83.02 VERIFICATION OF APPRAISAL EXPERIENCE. For purposes of verifying 
appraisal experience claimed under this chapter, the department may require an 
applicant to submit any of the following: 

(1) Business records, inc1uding tax records, which clearly 
demonstrate the practice of residentia1 or commercia1 appraising claimed by 
the applicant. 

(2) Records of teaching experience in residential or commercial 
appraising at any co1lege, technica1 col1ege or appraisa1 organization which 
is a charter member of the appraisal foundation and an affidavit from the 
employer. 

(3) Emp10yment records provided by an emp10yer which verify the 
app1icant's experience as an appraiser. Emp10yment records sha11 inc1ude an 
affidavit which verifies the number of hours employed, the type of experience, 
and a description of the applicant's duties. 

(4) Emp10yment records provided by an officia1 of a 1ending 
institution, insurance company, or simi1arly regu1ated agency, which verifies 
the applicant's experience as a review appraiser. 

(5) Copies of any appraisa1 1isted in the documentation of 
experience required under s. RL 83.01 (4) (b). The department may contact any 
person listed on the application to obtain additional information about the 
experience of the applicant. 
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(6) Any additional information the department deems necessary to 
evaluate the applicant's experience. 

SECTION 12. RL 84.01 (1) is amended to read: 

RL 84.01 COURSE APPROVAL. (1) All educational courses designed to meet 
the requirements in s. 458.06 (2) (d), (3) (b) or (4) (b), Stats., s. 458.08 
(3) fe~-±T ~ Stats., and this chapter, shall be submitted to the department 
for approval. 

SECTION 13. RL 84.01 (6) is renumbered (9). 

SECTION 14. RL 84.01 (6), (7) and (8) are created to read: 

RL 84.01 (6) Credit may be allowed for a correspondence course which 
satisfies the following requirements: 

(a) The course is presented by an accredited college or 
university which offers correspondence programs in other disciplines; 

(b) An individual successfully completes a written examination 
administered by a proctor approved by the course provider; 

(c) An individual is awarded a minimum of one semester credit 
up on successful completion of the course; and 

(d) The course relates to one or more subject areas described 
under s. RL 84.02 (3), 84.03 (3) or 84.04 (3). 

Note: For purposes of evaluating educational coursework, one semester 
credit is the equivalent of 15 hours of instruction. 

(7) Course instructors shall be approved by the department. An 
instructor whose appraiser certificate has been limited, suspended or revoked 
may not instruct in approved courses while the disciplinary action is in 
effect. An approved instructor shall possess at least one of the following 
qualifications: 

(a) Be an instructor of appraisal courses who teaches or has 
taught appraisal courses at an accredited college or university or a 
vocational, technical and adult education schooI, or 

(b) Be a licensed or certified appraiser who practices in the 
aspects of appraising being taught, and who has engaged in such practice for 
at least 5 years. 

(8) Course providers shall agree to distribute course evaluation 
survey forms to individuals who complete courses offered by the providers, and 
shall retain the originals of the forms for at least 12 m~nths after the date 
of campletion. 

SECTION 15. RL 84.02 (1) and (2) are amended to read: 

RL 84.02 (1) A program of study for certified residential appraisers 
shall include at least 105 hours of instruction. After Aprill. 1994. a 
program of study for certified residential appraisers shall include at least 
120 hours of instruction. 
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NOTE: After Aprill. 1994. an individua1 who fi1es an app1ieation under 
s. RL 81.01 for certification as a residentia1 appraiser wi11 be required to 
submit evidenee of eomp1etion of 120 hours of instruetion. 

(2) Any approved program of study for eertified residentia1 
appraisers sha11 inc1ude W~~ft~ft-~fte-±Q;-fteH~9T not 1ess than 15 hours of 
instruetion in professiona1 standards and eode of ethics app1ieab1e to 
appraisers. 

SECTION 16. RL 84.04 (1) is amended to read: 

RL 84.04 LICENSED APPRAISER COURSE REQUIREMENTS. (1) A An app1icant 
seeking 1ieensure as an appraiser sha11 submit evidenee satisfaetory to the 
department that the app1ieant has l~omp1eted a program of study for 1ieensed 
appraisers 9fta±±-~fte±Hee of at 1east 75 hours of instruetion. Aft-a~~±~eaft~ 
wfte-mee~9-a±±-e~fte~-~e~H~~emeft~9-~e~-±ieeft9H~e-eH~-~ai±9-~e-9Hemi~-evieeftee 
9a~~9~ae~e~1-~e-~fte-ee~a~~meft~-e~-9Heee99~H±-eem~±e~ieft-e~-~fte-eeHea~iefta± 
~e~Hi~emeft~9-W~±±-ee-g~aft~ee-a-~~aft9i~~efta±-±~eeftgeT--~~aft9i~~efta±-±~eeftge9 
e*~i~e-eft-JH±1-±T-±993T-afte-ma1-fte~-ee-~efteWeeT--Aft-ifteivieHa±-Wfte-ift~efte9-~e 
~~ae~~ee-a9-a-±~eeftgee-a~~~a~ge~-a~~e~-~fte-e*~~~a~~eft-e~-a-~~aft9~~~efta± 
±~eeftge-mH9~-9Hem~~-ev~eeftee-9a~~9~ae~e~1-~e-~fte-ee~a~~meft~-~~~e~-~e-JH±1-±T 
±993-e~-9Heee99~H±-eem~±e~~eft-e~-~fte-eeHea~~efta±-~e~H~~emeft~9T 

SECTION 17. RL 85.01 (5) is renumbered (6). 

SECTION 18. RL 85.01 (5) is ereated to read: 

RL 85.01 (5) Credit may be a110wed for appraiser educatian instruetion 
provided by a eourse instruetor in eonneetion with an approved eontinuing 
education program. 

SECTION 19. RL 85.02 (7) is renumbered (10). 

SECTION 20. RL 85.02 (7), (8) and (9) are ereated to read: 

RL 85.02 (7) Program providers shall agree to distribute eourse 
evaluation survey forms to eredential holders who eomplete programs offered by 
the providers, and sha1l retain the originals of the forms for at least 12 
months after the date of eomp1etion. 

(8) A eorrespondenee eourse whieh satisfies the following 
requirements may be approved: 

(a) The eourse is presented by an aeeredited eol1ege or 
university whieh offers correspondenee programs in other diseip1ines; 

(b) An individual sueeessful1y comp1etes a written examination 
administered at a loeation by a proetor approved by the eourse provider; 

(e) An individual is awarded a minimum of one semester credit 
upon sueeessful eompletion of the eourse; and 

(d) The eourse relates to one or more subjeet areas deseribed 
in s. RL 84.02 (3), 84.03 (3) or 84.04 (3) or other subjeet areas re1evant to 
competent practice. If the subjeet area is not deseribed in s. RL 84.02 (3), 
84.03 (3) or 84.04 (3), the applieant sha1l ine1ude with the applieation a 
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statement exp1aining how the subject area is re1evant to competent practice 
and is consistent with the content and criteria estab1ished by the appraiser 
qualifications board of the appraisa1 foundation. 

Note: For purposes of eva1uating educationa1 coursework, one semester 
credit is the equiva1ent of 15 hours of instruction. 

(9) Course instructors sha11 be approved by the department. An 
instructor whose appraiser certificate has been 1imited, suspended or revoked 
may not instruct in approved courses while the discip1inary action is in 
effect. An approved instructor sha11 possess at 1east one of the following 
qualifications: 

(a) Be an instructor of appraisa1 courses who teaches or has 
taught appraisa1 courses at an accredited institution of higher education, or 

(b) Be a 1icensed or certified appraiser who practices in the 
aspects of appraising being taught, and who has engaged in such practice for 
at 1east 5 years. 

SECTION 21. RL 86.01 (3) is amended to read: 

RL 86.01 (3) A certified residentia1 appraiser sha11 not use the tit1e 
"Wisconsin certified residentia1 appraiser" or s;i,H\;i,±af'-ees;i,gaa-i;;i,eaT-;i,ae±tle;i,ag 
-i;ae-;i,a;i,-i;;i,a±s-9AAT "WI certified residentia1 appraiser" on any aea-f'es;i,eea-i;;i,a± 
appf'a;i,sa±-eHeep-i;-as-pef'H\;i,-i;-i;ee-ey-s-i;a-i;e-ef'-~eeef'a±-±aw appraisa1 report or 
written appraisa1 agreement pertaining to commercia1 real estate having a 
transaction va1ue of more than $250.000. 

SECTION 22. RL 86.01 (4), (5), (6) and (7) are renumbered (5), (6), (7) 
and (8). 

SECTION 23. RL 86.01 (4) is created to read: 

RL 86.01 (4) A 1icensed appraiser who is not certified under s. 458.06, 
Stats., shi:l11 not use the title "Wisconsin 1icensed appraiser" on any 
appraisa1 report or agreement, except in conjunction with an appraisa1 
performed within the scope of appraisa1 practice of a 1icensed appraiser as 
specified in s. RL 81.04. 

SECTION 24. RL 86.03 is created to read: 

RL 86.03 USE OF CERTIFICATE NUMBER AND TITLE. (1) Except as provided in 
sub. (2) and (3), each 1icensed and certified appraiser sha11 place his or her 
certificate number adjacent to or immediate1y be10w the tit1e "Wisconsin 
certified general appraiser," "Wisconsin certified residentia1 appraiser," or 
"Wisconsin 1icensed appraiser," as appropriate, on each appraisa1 report and 
each written appraisa1 agreement used by the appraiser in conducting appraisa1 
activities. 

(2) An appraiser may use the following abbreviations when p1acing 
his or her title on areport or agreement in the manner specified in sub. (1) : 

(a) "Appraiser" may be written as "app" or "appr." 

(b) "Certified" may be written as "eer" or "cert." 
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(e) "General" may be written as "gen." 

(d) "Lieensed" may be written as "lie." 

(e) "Residentia1" may be written as "res." 

(f) "Wiseonsin" may be written as "WI" or "Wis." 

(3) In 1ieu of p1aeing a tit1e on areport or agreement in the 
manner speeified in sub. (1), an appraiser may place his or her eertifieate 
number adjaeent to or immediate1y be10w the initia1s "WCGA," "WCRA" or "WLA," 
as appropriate, on areport or agreement, in any instance in whieh he or she 
determines that it is impraetieal to eomp1y with the requirement in sub. (1), 
because of space 1imitations on areport or agreement. 

SECTION 25.Chapter RL 87 is ereated to read: 

CHAPTER RL 87 (tit1e) 

CERTIFICATE RENEWAL 

RL 87.01 RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATE. (1) App1ieations for renewa1 sha11 be 
submitted prior to the app1icab1e renewa1 date specified under s. 440.08 (2) 
(a), Stats., on a form providedby the department, a10ng with the renewa1 fee 
speeified under s. 440.08 (2) (a) 11, 11m and 12, Stats., as appropriate, and 
proof of eomp1etion of 20 hours of eontinuing edueation eoursework as required 
under s. RL 85.01. 

(2) An appraiser granted a certifieate of certification under 
s. 458.06 (3) or (4), 1989, .Stats., may renew the eertificate by satisfying 
the requirements in sub. (1) and by submitting evidenee of eomp1etion of the 
educationa1 coursework required under ss. RL 84~02 and 84.03, as appropriate. 

(3) An appraiser granted a eertifieate of 1icensure under s. 458.08 
(3), 1991, Stats., may renew the certifieate by satisfying the requirements in 
sub. (1)~ and submitting evidenee of eomp1etion of the experience or 
educationa1 coursework required under ss. RL 83.01 (2) and 84.04, as 
appropriate. 

NOTE: An appraiser granted a 1icense under s. 458.08 (3), 1991, Stats., 
who laeks the experience or education required under s. RL 83.01 (2) or 84.04, 
as appropriate, may obtain a transitiona1 1ieense under s. 458.08 (5) (b), 
Stats. A 1ieense granted under s. 458.08 (5) (b), Stats., is valid for 2 
years 1ess the period during whieh the individua1 he1d the 1ieense under 
s. 458.08 (3) (b) 2 or (e) 2, 1991, Stats., or unti1 January 1, 1996, 
whiehever oecurs first. 

RL 87.02 LATE RENEWAL. An appraiser who fai1s to renewa eertifieate by 
the renewa1 date may restore the certificate by submitting an app1ieation on a 
form provided by the department and satisfying the following requirements: 

(1) If app1ying 1ess than 5 years after the renewa1 date, submitting 
proof of comp1etion of 20 hours of continuing edueation as required under 
s. RL 85.01 and paying the renewa1 fees speeified in s. 440.08 (2) (a) 11, 11m 
and 12 and (3), Stats. 
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(2) If app1ying 5 years or more after the renewa1 date, submitting 
proof of comp1etion of 20 hours of continuing education as required under 
s. RL 85.01, paying the renewa1 fees specified in s. 440.08 (2) (a) 11, 11m 
and 12 and (3), Stats., and submitting proof of: 

(a) Successfu1 comp1etion of educationa1 coursework required by 
the department to ensure protection of the public health, safety and we1fare; 
and, 

(b) Successfu1 completion of an examination required by the 
department to ensure protection of the public health, safety and we1fare. 

SECTION 26. Appendix I is repealed and recreated to read: 

Appendix I 
UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL 

APPRAISAL PRACTICE 

[The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisa1 Practice (USPAP), exc1uding 
advisory opinions and statements, Copyright (e) 1994 by The Appraisa1 
Foundation, are reproduced with permission of The Appraisa1 Foundation. All 
rights reserved. No part of the USPAP may be reproduced without prior consent 
of The Appraisa1 Foundation.] 

[Comp1ete copies of the Uniform Standards of Professiona1 Appraisa1 Practice 
(inc1uding advisory opinions and statements) are availab1e from the Appraisa1 
Foundation, 1029 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 900, Washington, D.C. 20005, 
(202) 347-7722.] 
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PREAl"\1BLE 

UNIFOR..."\1 STAN~ RDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAI:... .u PRACTICE 

as promulgated by the 
Appraisal Standards Board of 

The Appraisal Foundation 

It is essential that a professional appraiser arrive at and communicate his or her analyses, opinions, 
and advice in a manner that will be meaningful to the client andwill not be misleading in the 
marketplace. These Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice reflect the current stan
dards of the appraisal profession. 

The importanee of the role of the appraiser places ethical obligations on those who serve in this 
capacity. These Standards inelude explanatory comments and begin with an Ethics Provision setting 
forth the requirements for integrity, objectivity, independent judgmen~, and ethical conduct. In 
addition, these Standards in elude a Competency Provision which places an immediate responsibility 
on the appraiser prior to acceptance of an assignment. The Standards contain binding requirements, 
as weil as specific guidelines to which a Departure Provision may apply under certain limited 
conditions. Definitions applicable to these Standards are also included. 

These Standards deal with the procedures to be followed in performing an appraisal, review or 
consulting service and the manner in which an appraisal, review or consulting service is communi
cated. Standards 1 and 2 relate to the development and communication of a real property appraisal. 
Standard 3 establishes guidelines for reviewing an appraisal and reporting on that review. Standards 
4 and 5 address the development and communication ofvarious real estate or real property consulting 
functions by an appraiser. Standard 6 sets forth criteria for the development and reporting of mass 
appraisals for ad valorem tax purposes or any other universe ofproperties. Standards 7 and 8 establish 
guidelines for developing and communicating personaI property appraisals. Standards 9 and 10 
establish guidelines for developing and communicating business appraisals. 

These Standards include Statements on Appraisal Standards issued by the Appraisal Standards Board 
for the purpose of clarification, interpretation, explanation, or elaboration of a Standard or Standards 
Rule. 

These Standards are for appraisers and the users of appraisal services. To maintain the highest level 
of professionai practice, appraisers must observe these Standards. The users of appraisal services 
should demand work performed in comormance with these Standards. . 

Comment: Explanatory comments are an integrai part of the Uniform Standards and should be 
viewed as extensions of the provisions, definitions, and standards rules. Comments provide 
interpretation from the Appraisai Standards Board eoneerning the background or applieation of 
eertain provisiohs, definitions, or standards rules. Ther~ are no comments for provisions, defini
tions, and Standards Rules that are momatie or have not yet required further explanatian; 
however, additional eomments will be developed and others supplemented ar revised as the need 
arises. 
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ETIllCS PROVISION 

Because of the fiduciary responsibilities inherent in professional appraisal practice. the appraiser 
must observe the highest standards of professional ethics. This Ethics Provision is divided into four 
sections: Conduct, Management, Confidentiality, and Record Keeping. 

Comment: This provisian emphasizes the personal obligations and responsibilities of the individual 
appraiser. However, it should also be emphasized that groups and organizations engaged in 
appraisal practice share the same ethical obligations. 

Conduct 

An appraiser must perform ethically and competently in accordance with these standards and not 
engage in conduct that is unlawful, unethical. or improper. An appraiser who could reasonably be 
perceived to act as a disinterested third party in rendering an unbiased appraisal, review, or consult
ing service must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and independence and without 
accommodation of personal interests. 

Comment: An appraiser is required to avoid any action that could be considered misleading or 
fraudulent. In particular, it is unethical for an appraiser to use or communicate a misleading or 
fraudulent report or to knowingly permit an employee or other person to communicate a misleading 
or fraudulent report. 1 

The development of an appraisal, review, or consulting service based on a hypothetical condition 
is unethical unless: 1) the use of the hypotbesis is clearly diselosed; 2) the assumption of the 
hypothetical condition is elearly required for legal purposes, for purposes of reasonable analysis, 
or for purposes of comparison and would not be misleading; and 3) the report clearly describes the 
rationale for this assumption, the nature of the hypotbetical' condition, and its effect on the result 
of the appraisal, review, or consulting service. 

An individual appraiser employed by a group or organization which conducts itself in a manner 
that does not conform to these standards should take steps that are appropriate under the 
circumstances to ensure compliance with the standards. 

Management 

The acceptance of compensation that is contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined vaIue or 
a direction in vaIue that favors the cause of the ellent, the amount of the vaIue estimate, the attainment 
of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event is unethicaI. 

The payment of undisclosed fees, commissions, or things of vaIue in connection with the procurement 
of appraisal. review, or consulting assigmnents is unethicaI. 

Comment: Diselosure of fees, commissions, or things of value connected to the procurement of an 
assignment should appear in the certification of a written report and in any transmittalletter in 
which conclusions are stated. In groups or organizations engaged in appraisal practice, intra-company 
payments to employees for business development are not considered to be unethical. Competeney, 
rather than financial incentives, should be the primary basis for awarding an assignment. 

1 see Advisory Opinion G-5 on page 83. 
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ETHICS PROVISION (continuee.. 

Management (continued) 

Advertising for or soliciting appraisal assignments in a manner which is false, misleading or exaggerated 
is unethieal. 

Comment: In group s or organizations engaged in appraisal practice, decisions concerning finder 
or referral fees, contingent compensation, and advertising may not be the responsibility of an 
individual appraiser, but for a particular assignment, it is the responsibility of the individual 
appraiser to ascertain that there has been no breach of ethics, that the appraisal is prepared in 
accordance with these Standards, and that the report can be properly certified as required by 
Standards Rules 2-3, 3-2, 5-3, 6-8, 8-3 or 10-3. 

The restriction on contingent compensation in the first paragraph of this section does not apply to 
consulting assignments where the appraiser is not acting in a disinterested manner and would not 
reasonably be perceived as performing a service that requires impartiality. This permitted contingent 
compensation must be properly disclosed in the report. 

Comment: Assignments where the appraiser is not acting in a disinterested manner are further 
discussed in the General Comment to Standard 4. The preparer of the written report of such an 
assignment must certify that the compensation is contingent and must explain the basis for the 
contingency in the report (See S.R. 5-3) and in any transmittalletter in which conclusions are 
stated. 

ConfidentialiW 

An appraiser must proteet the confidential nature of the appraiser-elient relationship. 

Comment: An appraiser must not elisclose confidential faetual data obtained from a client or the 
results of an assignment prepared for a client to anyone other than: 1) the client and persons 
specifically authomed by the elient; 2) such third parties as may be authorized by due process of 
law; and 3) a duly authorized professional peer review committee. As a corol1ary, it is unethieal 
for a member of a duly authorized professional peer review committee to eliselose confidential 
·information or factual data presented to the committee. 

Record Keeping 

An appraiser must prepare written records of appraisal, review, and consulting assignments-including 
ora! testimony and report s-and retain such records for a period of at least five (5) years after 
preparation or at least two (2) years after final disposition of any judicial proceeding in which 
testimony was given, whichever period expires last. 

Comment: Written reeords of assignments include true copies ofwritten reports, written summa
ries of oral testimany and reports (or a transcript oftestimony), all data and statements required 
by these Standards, and other information as may be required to support the findings and 
conclusions of the appraiser. The term written records also includes information stored on elec
tronic, magnetic, or other media. Such records must be made available by the appraiser when 
required by due process of law or by a duly authorized professional peer review committee. 

1 See Statement on Appraiaal Standards Number 5 on page 63. 
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COMPETENCY PROVISIaN 

Prior to accepting an assignment or entering into an agreement to penorm any assignment, an 
appraiser must properly identify the problem to be addressed and have the knowledge and experience 
to complete the assignment competently; or alternatively: 

1. disclose the lack of knowledge and/or experience to the client before accepting the assignment; 
and . 

2. take all steps necessary or appropriate to complete the assignment competently; and 

3. describe the lack of knowledge and/or experience and the steps taken to complete the assignment 
competently in the report. 

Comment: The background and experience of appraisers varies widely and a lack of knowledge or 
experience can lead to inaceurate or inappropriate appraisal practice. The Competency Provision 
requires an appraiser to have both the knowledge and the experience required to perform a specific 
appraisal service competentIy. If an appraiser is offered the opportuDity to perform an appraisal 
service but laeks the necessary knowledge or experience to complete it competentIy, the appraiser 
must disclose his or her lack of knowledge or experience to the client before accepting the 
assignment and then take the necessary or appropriate steps to complete the appraisal service 
competently. This may be accomplished in vanous ways including, but not limited to, personal 
study by the appraiser; association with an appraiser reasonably believed to have the neeessary 
knowledge or experience; or retention of others who possess the required knowledge or experience. 

Although this provision requires an appraiser to identify the problem and disclose any deficiency 
in competenee prior to accepting an assignment, facts or conditions uncovered during the eourse 
of an assignment could cause an appraiser to discover that he or she laeks the required knowledge 
or experience to complete the assignment competently. At the point of such discovery, the appraiser 
is obligated to notify the client and comply with items 2 and 3 of the provision. 

The concept of competency alao extends to appraisers who are requested or required to travel to 
geographic areas wherein they have no reeent appraisal experience. An appraiser preparing an 
appraisal in an unfamWar location must spend sufficient time to understand the nuances of the 
local market and the supply and demand factors relating to the specific property type and the 
location involved. Such understanding wiil not be imparted solely from a consideration of specific 
data such as demographics, costs, sales and rentais. The necessary understanding of local market 
conditions provides the bridge between a sale and a comparable sale or a rentai and a comparable 
rentai. If an appraiser is not in a position to spend the necessary amount of time in a market area 
to obtain this understanding, affiliation with a qualified local appraiser may be the appropriate 
response to ensure the development of a competent appraisal. 
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DEP ARTUB.E PROVISIaN 

This provision permits limited exceptions to sections of the Uniform Standards that are classified as 
specific guidelines rather than binding requirements. The burden of proof is on the appraiser to 
decide before accepting a limited assignment that the result will not confuse or mislead. The burden 
of disclosure is also on the appraiser to report any limitations. 

An appraiser may enter into an agreement to perform an assignment that calls for something less 
than, or different from, the work that would otherwise be required by the specific guidelines, provided 
that prior to entering into such an agreement: 

1. the appraiser has determined that the assignment to be performed is not so limited in scope 
that the resulting appraisal, review, or consulting service would tend to mislead or confuse 
the elient, the users of the report, or the public; and 

2. the appraiser has advised the client that the assignment calls for something less than, or 
different from, the work required by the specific guidelines and that the report will state the 
limited or differing scope of the appraisal, review, or consulting service. 

Exceptions to the following requirements are not permitted: Standards Rules 1·1, 1-5,2-1,2-2,2·3,2·5, 
3-1,3-2,4-1, S-I, 5-3, 6-1, 6-3, 6-5, 6-6, 6-7, 6-8, 7-1, 8-1, 8-3, 9-1, 9-3, 9-5, 10-1, 10-3 and 10-5. This restriction 
on departure is reiterated throughout the document with the reminder comment: Departure from 
this binding requirement is not permitted. 

Comment: Before making a decision to enter into an agreement for appraisal services calling for 
a departure from a specific appraisal guideline, an appraiser must use extreme care to determine 
whether the scope of the appraisal service to be performed is so limited that the resulting analysis, 
opinion, or conclusion would tend to mislead or confuse the elient, the users of the report, or the 
public. For the purpose of this provision, users of the report might include parties such as lenders, 
employees of government agencies, limited partners of a elient, and a client's attorney and 
accountant. In this context the purpose of the appraisal and the anticipated or possible use of the 
report are critical. 

If an appraiser enters into an agreement to perform an appraisal service that calls for something 
less than, or different from, the work that would otherwise be required by the specific appraisal 
guidelines, Standards Rules 2-2(k), 5-2(i}, 8·2(h), and 10·2(h) require that this fact be clearly and 
accurately set forth in the report. 

The requirements of the departure provision may be satisfied by the technique of incorporating 
by referenee. 

For example, if an appraiser's complete file was introduced into evidenee at a public hearing or 
public trial and the appraiser subsequently prepared a one-page report that 1) identified the 
property, 2) stated the value, and 3) stated that the value conclusion could not be properly 
understood without referenee to his or her complete file and directed the reader to the complete 
file, the requirements of the departure provisian would be satisfied ifthe appraiser's complete file 
contained, in coherent form, all the data and statements that are required by the U niiorm 
Standards. 

Another example would be an update report l that expressly incorporated by referenee all the 
background data, market conditions, assumptions, and limiting conditions that were contained in 
the original report prepared for the same client. 

1 See Advisory Opinion G-3 on page 77. 
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JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTIO~ 

II any part of these standards is contrary to the law or public policy of any jurisdiction. only that 
part shall be void and of no foree or effect in that jurisdiction. 

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS 

These Uniform Standards provide the common basis for all appraisal practice. Supplemental stan
dards applicable to appraisals prepared for specifie purposes or property types may be issued by 
public agencies and certain client groups, e.g. regulatory ageneies, eminent domain authorities, asset 
managers, and financial institutions. Appraisers and elients must aseertain whether any supplemental 
standards in addition to these Uniform Standards apply to the assignment being considered.1 

1 see the following Adviaory Opiniona: 
0-7 on page 89 
G-8 on page 91 
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DEFJ1'.c"ITIONS 

For the purpose of these Standards, the following definitions apply: 

APPRAISAL: (noun) the act or process of estimating value; an estimate of value. 
(adjective) of or pertaining to appraising and related functions. e.g. appraisal practice, 
appraisal services. 

APPRAISAL PRACTICE: the work or services performed by appraisers. defined by three terms in 
these standards: appraisal. review. and consulting. 

Comment: These three terms are intentionally generic, and not mutually exclusive. For example, 
an estimate of value may be required as part of a review or consulting service. The use of other 
nomenclature by an appraiser (e.g. analysis, counseling, evaluation, study, submission, valuation) 
does not exempt an appraiser from adherence to these standards. 

BUSINESS ASSETS: tangible and intangible resources that are employed by a business enterprise in 
its operations. 

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE: a commercial, industrial or service organization pursuing an economic 
activity. 

BUSINESS EQUITY: the interests. benefits. and rights inherent in the ownership of a business 
enterprise or a part thereof in any form (including but not necessarily limited to capital stock. 
partnership interests, cooperatives, sole proprietorships, options, and warrants). 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS: a study of the anticipated movement of cash into or out of an investment. 

CLIENT: any party for whom an appraiser performs aserviee. 

CONSULTING: the act or process of providing information, analysis of real estate data, and recom
mendations or conclusions on diversified problems in real estate, other than estimating value. 

FEASmILITY ANALYSIS: a study of the cost-benefit relationship of an economic endeavor. 

INTANGmLE PROPERTY (INTANGmLE ASSETS): non physical assets, including but not limited to 
franchises, trademarks, patents, copyrights, goodwill, equities, mineral rights, securities, and con
tracts, as distinguished from physical assets such as facilities and equipment. 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS: a study that reflects the relationship between acquisition price and 
anticipated future benefits of a real estate investment. 

MARKET ANALYSIS: a study of real estate market conditions for a specific type of property. 

MARKET VALUE: Market value is the major focus of most real property appraisal assignments. Both 
economic and legal definitions of market value have been developed and refined. A current economic 
definition agreed upon by agencies that regulate federal financial institutionsin the United States 
of America is: 

The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market 
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implleit in this 
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from 
seller to buyer under conditjons whereby: 
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DEFINITIONS (continued) 

I\1A.RKET V ALIJE: (continued) 

1. buyer and seller are typically motivated.; 

2. both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their 
best interests; 

3. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 

4. payment is made in terms of cash in United States dollars or in terms of financial 
ari-angements comparable thereto; and 

5. the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by 
special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with 
the sale. 

Substitution of another currency for United States dollars in the fourth condition is appropriate in 
other countries or in reports addressed to clients from other countries. 

Persons performing appraisal services that may be subject to litigation are cautioned to seek the 
exact legal definition of market value in the jurisdiction in which the services are being performed. 

MASS APPRAISAL: the process ofvaluing a universe of properties as of a given date utilizing standard 
methodology, employing common data, and allowing for statistical testing. 

MASS APPRAISAL MODEL: a mathematical expression of how supply and demand factors interact 
in a market. 

PERSONAL PROPERTY: identifiable portable and tangible objects which are considered by the 
general public as being "personal," e.g. furnishings, artwork. antiques, gems andjewelry, collectibles, 
machinery and equipment; all property that is not classified as real estate. 

REAL ESTATE: an identified parcel or tract of land, including improvements, it any. 

REAL PROPERTY: the interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of real estate. 

Comment: In some jurisdictions, the tenns real estate and real propertv have the same legal 
meaning. The separate definitions recognize the traditional distinction between the two concepts 
in appraisal theory. . 

REPORT: any communication, written or oral, of an appraisal, review, or consulting service; the 
document that is transmitted to the client upon completion of an assignment. 

Comment: Most reports are written and most clients mandate written reports. Oral report guide
lines (See Standards Rule 2-4) and restrietions (See Ethics Provision: Record Keeping) are included 
to cover court testimony and other oral communications of an appraisal, review or consulting 
service. 

REVIEW: the act or process of critically studying areport prepared by another. 
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STANDARD 1 

In developing a real property appraisal. an appraiser must be aware of. understand. and eorreetly 
employ those reeognized methods and teehniques that are neeessary to produee a eredible appraisal. 

Comment: Standard 1 is directed towardthe substantive aspects of developing a competent 
appraisal. The requirements set forth in Standards Rule 1-1, the appraisal guidelines set forth in 
Standards Rule 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and the requirements set forth in Standards Rule 1-5 mirror the 
appraisal process in the order of topics addressed and can be us ed by appraisers and the users of 
appraisal services as a convenient checklist. 

Standards Rule I-I 

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) be aware of, understand, and eorreetly employ those ree~gnized methods and techniques that 
are neeessary to produce a eredible appl'aisal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reauirement is not nermitted. This rule recognizes that 
the principle of ehange eontinues to affect the manner in whieh appraisers perform appraisal 
services. Changes and developments in the real estate field have a substantial impact on the 
appraisal professian. Important changes in the cost and manner of constrUcting and marketing 
commercial, industrial, and residential real estate and changes in the legal framework in which 
real property rights and interests are created, conveyed, and mortgaged have resulted in corre
sponding changes in appraisal theory and practice. Social change has also had an effect on appraisal 
theory and practice. To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the appraisal professian 
is constantly reviewing and revising appraisal methods and techniques and devising new methods 
and techniques to meet new circumstances. For this reasan it is not sufficient for appraisers to 
simply maintain the skills and the knowledge they passess when they beeome appraisers. Each 
appraiser must continuously improve his or her skills to remain proficient in real property 
appraisal. 

(b) not eommit a substantial error of omission or eommission that signifieantly affects an appnusal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. In perfonning appraisal 
service s an appraiser must be eertain that the gathering of factual informatian is conducted in a 
manner that is sufficiently diligent to ensure that the data that would have a material or significant 
effeet on the resulting opinions or conelusions are eonsidered. Further, an appraiser must use 
sufficient care in analyzing such data to avoid errors that would significantly affect his or her 
opinions and conelusions. 

(e) not render appraisal serviees in a eareless or negligent manner, such as a series of errors that, 
eonsidered individually, may not signifieantly affeet the results of an appraisal, but whieh, 
when eonsidered in the aggregate, would be misleading. . 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. Perfection is impossible to 
attain and competenee does not require perfection. However, an appraiser must not render 
appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner. This rule requires an appraiser to use due 
diligenee and due care. The fact that the earelessness or negligenee of an appraiser has not caused 
an error that significantly affeets his or her opinions or eonclusions and thereby seriously harms 
a client or a third party does not exeuse such carelessness or negligence. 
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STANDARD 1 (continued) 

Standards Rule 1-2 

In developing a real properry appraisal, an appraiser must observe the following specific appraisal 
guidelines: 

(a) adequately identify the real estate, l identity the real property interest, consider the purpose 
and intended use of the appraisal, consider the extent of the data collection process, identity 
any speciallimiting conditions, and identity the effective date of the appraisal;2 

(b) define the value being considered; ii the value to be estimated is market value, the appraiser 
must clearly indieate whether the estimate is the most probable price: 

(i) in terms of cash; or 
(ü) in terms of finaneial arrangemeI:lts equivalent to cash; or 
(lli) in such other terms as may be precisely defined; ii an estimate of value is based on 

submarket financing or finaneing with unusual eonditions or ineentives, the terms of 
such finaneing must be clearly set forth, their eontributions to or negative influenee on 
value must be deseribed and estimate~ and the market data supporting the valuation 
estimate must be deseribed and explained.; 

Comment: For certain types of appraisal assignments in which a legal definition of market value 
has been established and takes precedence, the Jurisdietional Exception may apply to this guide
line. 

When estimating market value, the appraiser should be specific as to the estimate of exposure 
time linked to the value estimate.3 

(e) eonsider easements, restrietions, encumbrances, leases, reservations, covenants, eontracts, 
declarations, speeial assessments, ordinanees, or other items of a similar nature; 

(d) eonsider whether an appraised fractiona! interest, physical segment, or partial hoIding con· 
tributes pro rata to the value of the whole; 

Comment: This guideline does not require an appraiser to value the whole when the subjeet of 
the appraisal is a fractional interest, a physical segment, or a partial hoIding. However, if the 
value of the whole is not considered, the appraisal must clearly refleet that the value of the property 
being appraised cannot be used to estimate the value of the whole by mathematical extension. 

(e) identity and consider the effeet on value of any personalproperty, trade fi:rtures or intangible 
items that are not real property but are included in the appraisal. 

Comment: This guideline requires the appraiser to recognize the inclusion of items that are not 
real property in an overalI value estimate. Additional expertise in personal property (See Standard 
7) or business (See Standard 9) appraisal may be required to alloeate the overalI value to its 
various components. Separate valuation of such items is required when they are significant to the 
overall value. 

1 see Advisory Opinion G-2 on page 73. 

2 see Statemenu on Appraisal Standards Number 3 on page 59 and Number 4 on page 6l. 

3 see Statement on Appraisal Standards Number 6 on page 65 and related Advi80ry Opinions G-7 and G-8 on pages 89 and 91. 
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STANDARD 1 (continued) 

Standareis Rule 1-3 

In developing a real property appraisal, an apprajser must observe the following speeific appraisal 
guidelines: 

(a) consider the effeet on use and v~ue of the following factors: existing land use regulations. 
reasonably probable modifieations of such land use regulations, eeonomie demand, the physieal 
adaptability of the real estate, neighborhood trends, and the highest and best use of the real 
estate; 

Comment: This guideline sets forth a list of factors that affeet use and value. In considering 
neighborhood trends, an appraiser must avoid stereotyped or biased assumptions relating to race, 
age, color, religion, gender, or national origin or an assumption that racial, ethnic, or religious 
homogeneity is necessary to maximize value in a neighborhood. Further, an appraiser must avoid 
making an unsupported assumption or premise about neighborhood deciine, effective age, and 
remaining life. In considering highest and best use, an appraiser should develop the concept to 
the ertent that is required for a proper solution of the appraisal problem being considered. 

(b) reeognize that land is appraised as though'vacant and available for development to its highest 
and best use and that the appraisal of improvements is based on their aetual eontribution to 
the site. 

Comment: This guideline may be modified to refleet the faet that, in various legal and practieal 
situations, a site may have a contributory value that differs from the value as ifvacant. 

Standards Rule 1-4 

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must observe the following specific appraisal 
guidelines, when applicable: 

(a) value the site by an appropriate appraisal method or technique; 

(b) colleet, verify, analyze, and reconcile: 

(i) such eomparable eost data as are available to estimate the cost new of the improvements 
(if any); 

(ü) such comparable data as are available to estimate the diff'erence between eost newand 
the present worth of the improvements (accrued depreciation); 

(iii) such comparable sales data, adequately identified and described, as are available to 
indicate a value conclusion; 

(iv) such comparable rentai data as are available to estimate the market rental of the 
property being appraised; 

(v) such comparable operating expense data as are available to estimate the operating 
expenses of the property being appraised; 

(vi) such comparable data as are available to estimate rates of capitalization andlor rates 
of discount. 

Comment: This rule covers the three approaches to value. See Standards Rule 2-2(j) for corre
sponding reporting requirements. 
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STA..'ffiARD 1 (eontinued) 

Standareis Rule 1-4 (eontinued) 

(e) base projeetions of future rent and expenses on reasonably elear and appropriate evidenee;l 

Comment: This guideline requires an appraiser, in developing income and expense statements 
and cash flow projections, to weigh historieal information and trends, current market factors 
affecting such trends, and anticipated events such as competition from developments under 
construction. 

(d) when estimating the value of a leased fee estate or a leasehold estate, eonsider and analyze. 
the effect on value, ii any, of the terms and conditions of the lease(s); 

(e) eonsider and analyze the effeet on value, ii any, of the assemblage of the various estates or 
component parts of a property and refrain from estimating the value of the whole solely by 
adding together the individuaI values of the various esta te s or component parts; 

Comment: Although the value of the whole may be equal to the sum of the separate estates or 
parts, it also may be greater than or less than the sum of such estates or parts. Therefore, the 
value of the whole must be tested by referenee to appropriate market data and supported by an 
appropriate analysis of such data. 

A similar procedure must be foUowed when the value of the whole has been established and the 
appraiser seeks to estimate the value of a part. The value of any such part must be tested by 
referenee to appropriate market data and supported by an appropriate analysis of such data. 

(f) consider and analyze the effeet on value, ii any, of anticipated public or private improvements, 
looated on or of! the site, to the extent that market actions ref1ect such anticipated improvements 
as of the effective appraisal date; . 

Comment: In condemnation valuation assignments in certain jurisdictions, the Jurisdictionai 
Exceptian may apply to this guidelines. 

(g) identify and eonsider the appropriate proeedures and market information required to perform 
the appraisal, including all physical, functional, and external market factors as they may affeet 
the appraisal; 

Comment: The appraisal may require a complete market analysis (See Standards Rule 4-4). 

(h) appraise proposed improvements only after examinjng and having available for future 
examination: 

(i) pJans. specifications, or other dooumentation sufficient to identify the &Cope and eharacter 
of the proposed improvements; 

(ii) evidenee indieating the probable time of completion of the proposed improvements; and 
(iii) reasonably elear and appropriate evidenee supporting development costs, anticipated 

earnings, occupancy projectioDS, and the anticipated competition at the time of completion. 

Comment: The evidenee required to be examined and maintained under this guideline may include 
such items as contractors estimates relating to cost and the time required to complete constmation, 
market, and feasibility studies; operating cost data; and the history of recently completed similar 
developments. The appraisal may reqwre a complete feasibility analysis (See Standard Rule 4-6). 

1 see Statement on Appraisal Standareis Number 2 on page 55. 
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STANDARD 1 (continued) 

Standards Rule 1-4 (continued) 

(i) All pertinent information in items (a) through (h) above shall be used in the development of 
an appraisal. 

Comment: See Standards Rule 2-2(k) for corresponding reporting requirements. 

Standards Rule 1-5 

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) consider and analyze any current Agreement of Sale, option, or listing of the property being 
appraised, if such information is available to the appraiser in the normal course of business; 

(b) consider and analyze any prior sales of the property being appraised that occurred within the 
following time periods:1 

(i) one year for one-to-four family residential property; and 
(ü) three years for all other property types; 

Comment: The intent of this requirement is to encourage the research and analysis of prior sales 
ofthe subject; the time frames cited are minimums. 

(e) consider and reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the 
approaches used and the applicability or suitability of the approaehes used. 

Comment: Departure from binding reguirements (a) through (e) is not permitted. See Standards 
Rule 2-2(k) Comment for corresponding reporting requirements. 

1 See Advisory Opinions G-l on page 69 and G-4 on page 81. 
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STANDARD 2 

In reporting the results of a real property appraisal an appraiser must commumcate each analysis. 
opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading. 

Comment: Standard 2 governs the form and content of the report that communicates the results 
of an appraisal to a client and third parties. 

Standards Rule 2-1 

Each written or ora! real property appraisal report must: 

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading; 

Comment: Deoarture from this bindine: regnirement is not permitted. Since most reports are used 
and relied upon by third parties, communications considered adequate by the appraiser's client 
may not be sufficient. An appraiser must take extreme eare to make eertain that his or her reports 
will not be misleading in the marketplace or to the public. 

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the person(s) who reeeive or rely on the report to 
understand it properly; 

Comment: Deoarture from this bindine: reanirement is not permitted. A failure to obaerve this 
rule eould cause a client or other users of the report to make a serious error even though eaeh 
analysis, opinion, and eonelusion in the report is clearly and accurately stated. To avoid this 
problem and the dangers it presents to elients and other users of reports, 2-1(b) requires an 
appraiser to include in eaeh report sufficient information to enable the reader to understand it 
properly. All reports, both written and oral, must elearly and accurately present the analyses, 
opinions, and conelusions of the appraiser in sufficient depth and detail to address adequately the 
signifieanee of the specifie appraisal problem. 

(e) clearly and accurately disclose any extraordinary assumption or limiting condition that directly 
affeets the appraisal and indicate its impact on value. 

Comment: Departure from this binding Tegnirement is not permitted. Examples of extraordinary 
assumptions or conditions might include items such as the execution of a pending lease agreement, 
atypieal financing, or completion of onsite or offsite improvements. In a written report the 
disclosure would be required in eonjunction with statements of eaeh opinion or eonclusion that is 
affected. 

Standards Rule 2-2 

Each written real property appraisal report must: 

(a) identify and describe the real estate being appraised;l 

(b) identify the real property interest being appraised; 

Comment on (a) and (b): These two reqmrements are essential elements in any report. Identifying 
the real estate ean be aeeomplished by any eombination of a legal description, address, map 
referenee, copy of a survey or map, property sketeh and/or photographs. A property sketeh and 
photographs also provide some description of the real estate in addition to written comments about 
the physieal attributes of the real estate. Identifying the real property rights being appraised 
requires a direet statement substantiated as needed by eopies or summaries of legal descriptions 
or other documents setting forth any eneumbranees. 

1 See Advisory Opinion G-2 on page 73. 
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STANDARD 2 (eontinued) 

Standards Rule 2·2 (eontinued) 

(e) state the purpose of the appraisal; 

(d) define the value to be estimated; 

(e) set forth the effeetive date of the appraisal and the date of the report;l 

Comment on (e). (d) and (e): These three requirements call for clear diselosure to the reader of a 
report the "why, what and when" surrounding the appraisal. The purpose of the appraisal is used 
generleally to include both the task involved and rationale for the appraisal. Defining the value 
to be estimated requires both an approprlately refereneed definition and any eomments needed to 
clearly indicate to the reader how the definition is being applied [See Standards Rule 1.2(b)].2 The 
effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the value estimate, while the date of the 
report indicates whether the perspective of the appraiser on the market conditions as of the effective 
date of the appraisal was prospeetive, current, orretrospective. Reiteratian of the date of the report 
and the effective date of the appraisal at vanous stages of the report in tandem is important for 
the clear understanding of the reader whenever market conditions on the date of the report are 
different from market conditions on the effective date of the appraisal. 

(f) deseribe the extent of the process of collecting, confirming, and reporting data; 

Comment: This requirement is designed to proteet third parties whose reliance on an appraisal 
report may be meeted by the extent of the apprmser's investigation; i.e., the process of coilecting, 
confirming and reporting data. 

(g) set forth all assumptions and limiting conditions that affect the analyses, opinions, and 
conelusions; 

Comment: It is suggested that assumptions and limiting conditions be grouped together in an 
identifled section of the report. 

(h) set forth the information considered, the appraisal procedures followed, and the reuoning 
that supports the analyses, opinions, and conelusions; 

Comment: This requirement calls for the appraiser to summarize the data considered and the 
procedures that were foilowed. Each item must be addressed in the depth and detail required by 
its significance to the apprmsal. The apprmser must be certain that sufficient information is 
provided so that the elient, the users of the report, and the public wiil understand it and will not 
be misled or confused. The substantive content of the report, not its size, determines its compliance 
with this specific reporting guidelliie. 

(i) set forth the appraiser's opinion of the highest and best use of the real estate, when such an 
opinion is neeessary and appropriate; 

Comment: This requirement calls for a written report to contain a statement of the appraiser's 
opinion as to the highest and best use of the real estate, unless an opinion as to highest and best 
use is unnecessary, e.g. insurance valuation or value in use appraisals. If an opinion as to highest 
and best use is required, the reasoning in support of the opinion must also be included. 

(j) explain and support the exclusion of any of the usual valuation approaches; 

1 see Statements on Appraiul Standards Number 3 on page 59 and Number 4 on page 6l. 

2 see Statement on Appraisal Standards Number 6 on page 65 and related Advisory OpiDions G·7 and G-8 on pagea 89 and 91. 
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STANDARD 2 (eontinued) 

Standards Rule 2-2 (eontinued) 

(k) set forth any additional information that may be appropriate to show eomplianee with, or 
clearly identify and explain permitted departures from, the requirements of Standard 1; 

Comment: This requirement calis for a written appraisal report or other written communication 
concerning the results of an appraisal to contain sufficient information to indicate that the 
appraiser complied with the requirements of Standard 1, including the requirements governing 
any permitted departures from the appraisal guidellnes. The amount of detail required wiU vary 
with the significance of the information to the appraisal. 

Information eonsidered and analyzed in compiianee with Standards Rule 1-5 is signifieant information 
that deserves eomment in any report. If such information is unobtainable, eomment on the efforts 
undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is required. 

(1) inelude a signed eertification in accordanee with Standards Rule 2-3. 

Comment: Departure from binding reauirements (a) through (1) above is not permitted. 

Standards Rule 2-3 

Each written real property appraisal report must contain a certifieation that is similar in content to 
the following form: 

I eertify that, to the best of my knowledge and bellef: 

the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 
the reported analyses, opinions, and eonelusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting eonditions, and are my personal. unbiased professional analyses, 
opinions, and eonelusions. 
I have no (or the speeified) present or prospeetive interest in the property that is the 
subject of this report, and I have no (or the specified) personal interest or bias with 
respeet to the parties involved. 
my compensation IS not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or 
direction in value that favors the eause of the elient, the amount of the value estimate, 
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the oeeurrenee of a subsequent event. 
my analyses, opinions, and conelusions were developed, and this report has been pre
pared, in eonformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
I have (or have not) made a personal inspeetion of the property that is the subject of 
this report. (If more than one person signs the report, this eertifieation must clearly 
speeify whieh individuals did and which individuals did not make a personal inspeetion 
of the appraised property.)l 
no one provided significant professional assistanee to the person signing this report. 
(If there are exceptions, the name of eaeh individual providing signifieant professional 
assistanee must be stated.) 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. 

Standards Rule 2-4 

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, eaeh oral real property appraisal report 
(ineluding expert testimony) must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 2-2. 

1 See Advisory Opinions G-2 on page 73 and G-5 on page 83. 
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STANDARD 2 (continued) 

Standards Rule 2-4 (continued) 

Comment: In addition to eomplying with the requirements of Standards Rule 2-1, an appraiser 
making an oral report must use his or her best efforts to address eaeh of the substantive matters 
in Standards Rule 2-2. 

Testimony of an appraiser eoneerning his or her analyses, opinions, and conelusions is an oral 
report in whieh the appraiser must eomply with the requirements of this Standareis Rule. 

See Reeord Keeping under the ETHICS PROVISION for eorresponding requirements. 

Standards Rule 2-5 

An appraiser who signs a real property appraisal report prepared by another, even under the label 
of "review appraiser", must accept full resporulibility for the contents of the report.1 

Comment: Departure from this binding reamrement is not permitted. 

This requirement is directed to the employer or supervisor sign;ng the report of an e,mployee or 
subeontraetor. The employer or supervisor signing the report is as responsible as the individual 
preparing the appraisal for the content and eonelusions of the appraisal and the report. Using a 
eonditionallabel next to the signature of the employer or supervisor or signing a form report on 
the line over the words "review appraiser" does not exempt that individual from adherenee to these 
standards. 

This requirement does not address the responsibilities of a review appraiser, the subject of 
Standard 3. 

1 see Advisory Opinion G-5 on page 83. 
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STANDARD 3 

In reviewing an appraisal and reporting the results of that review, an appraiser must form an opinion 
as to the adequacy and appropriateness of the report being reviewed and must clearly disclose the 
nature of the review process undertaken. 1 

Comment: The function of reviewing an appraisal requires the preparation of a separate report 
or a file memorandum by the appraiser perfonning the review setting forth the results of the 
review process. Review appraisers go beyond checking for a level of completeness and consistency 
in the report under review by providing comment on the content and conelusions of the report. 
They may or may not have first-hand knowledge of the subject property of or data in the report. 
The COMPETENCY PROVISION applles to the appraiser perfonning the- review as well as the 
appraiser who prepared the report under review. 

Reviewing is a distinctly different function from that addressed in Standards Rule 2-5. To avoid 
confusion in the marketplace between these two functions, review appraisers should not sign the 
report under review unless they intend to take the responsibility of a cosigner. 

Review appraisers must take appropriate steps to indicate to third parties the precise extent of 
the review process. A separate report or letter is one method. Another appropriate method is a 
form or check-list prepared and signed by the appraiser conducting the review and attached to 
the report under review. It is also possible that a stamped impression on the appraisal report 
under review, signed or initialed by the reviewing appraiser, may be an appropriate method for 
separating the review function from the actual signing of the report. To be effective, however, the 
stamp must briefly indicate the extent of the review process and refer to a file memorandum that 
clearly outlines the review process conducted. 

The review appraiser must exercise extl'eme care in clearly distinguishing between the review 
process and the appraisal or consulting processes. Originai work by the review appraiser may be 
governed by STANDARD 1 or STANDARD 4 rather than this standard. A misleading or fraudulent 
review and/or report violates the ETHICS PROVISION. 

Standards Rule 3-1 

In reviewing an appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) identify the report under review, the real estate and real property interest being appraised, 
the effective date of the opinion in the report under review, and the date of the review; 

(b) identify the extent of the review process to be condueted; 

(e) form an opinion as to the completeness of the report under review in light of the requirements 
in these standards; 

Comment: The review should be conducted in the context of market conditions as of the effective 
date of the opinion in the report being reviewed: 

(d) form an opinion as to the apparent adequaey and relevanee of the data and the propriety of 
any adjustments to the data; 

(e) form an opinion as to the appropriateness of the appraisal methods and techniques used and 
develop the reasons for any disagreement; 

(f) form an opinion as to whether· the analyses, opinions, and conelusions in the report under 
review are appropriate and reasonable, and develop the reasons for any disagreement. 

1 See Advisory Opinion G-6 on page 87. 
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STk"IDARD 3 (continued) 

Standards Rule 3·1 (continued) 

Comment: DeoartUre from binding reauirements (a) through (f) above is not oermitted. 

An opinion of a different estimate ofvalue from that in the report under review may be expressed, 
provided the review appraiser: 1 

1. satisfies the requirements of STANDARD 1; 
2. identifies and sets forth any additional data relled upon and the reasoning and basis for the 

different estimate of value; and, 
3. clearly identifies and discloses all assumptions and limitations connected with the different 

estimate of value to avoid confusion in the marketplace. 

Standards Rule 3·2 

In reporting the results of an appraisa! review, an appraiser must: 

(a) diselose the nature, enent, and detail of the review process undertaken; 

(b) diselose the information that must be eonsidered in Standards Rule 3-1 (a) and (b); 

(e) set forth the opinions, reasons, and conelusions required in Standards Rule 3-1 (e), (d), (e) and (f); 

(d) include all known pertinent information; 

(e) inelude a signe d certification similar in content to the following: 

I eerti.fy that, to the best of my knowIedge and bellef: 

the facts and data reported by the review appraiser and used in the review process are 
true and correet. 
the analyses, opinions, and conelusions in this review report are limited only by the 
assumptions and limiting eonditions stated in this review report, and are my personal, 
unbiased professiona! analyses, opinions and eonelusions. 
I have no (or the speeified) present or prospeetive interest in the property that is the 
subjeet of this report and I have no (or the speeified) personaI interest or bias with 
respeet to the parties involved. 
my compensation is not eontingent on an action or event resulting from the analyses, 
opinions, or conelusions in, or the use of, this review report. 
my analyses, opinions, and conelusions were deveIoped and this review report was 
prepared in eonformity with the Uniform Standards of Professionai Appraisa! Practice. 
I did not (did) personally inspect the subjeet property of the report under review. 
no one provided significant professionai assistanee to the person signing this review 
report. (If there are exceptions, the name of eaeh individual providing significant 
professiona! assistanee must be stated.) 

Comment: Departure from binding reauirements (a) through (e) above is not permitted. 

1 see Statement on Appraisal Standareis Number 1 on page 53. 
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STANDA.RD 4 

In performing real estate or real property consulting services, an appraiser must be aware of, under
stand. and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques that are necessary to produce 
a credible re sult. . 

Comment: Standard 4 is directed toward the same substantive aspects ofprofessional practice set 
forth in Standard 1, but addresses the performance of consulting services by an appraiser. 
Consulting is a broad term that is applied to studies of real estate other than estimating value. 
Land utilization studies; highest and best use analyses; marketability, feasibillty, or investment 
studies; and other research-related studies are examples of consulting assignments. An appraiser 
must have the ability to develop an analysis/research program that is responsive to the client's 
objeetive; to perform primary research; to gather and present secondary and tertiary data; and to 
prepare a documented written report. 

Standard 4 addresses the concept of identifying the client's objective. There is an important 
difference between performing an impartial consulting service as a disinterested third party that 
responds to the client's stated objective and performing a consulting service that is intended to 
faeilitate the achievement of the client's ·objective. While both are legitimate business activities 
within the realm of professional appraisal practice, the appraiser must recognize the distinction 
and the consequent obligations. 

An appraiser retained to act as a disinterested third party (or reasonably perceived by the public 
as acting as a disinterested third party) in performing an unbiased consulting service cannot be 
compensated in a manner that is contingent on the results. However, an appraiser retained to 
perform a legitimate service such as brokerage, mortgage banking, tax counseling, or zoning advice 
may be compensated by a fee contingent on the results achieved, but only when a proper disclosure 
of the role being performed by the appraiser is made. 

Standards Rule 4-1 

In pertonning real estate or real property consulting services, an appraiser must: 

(a) be aware of, understand, and correetly employ those recognized consulting methods and 
teehniques that are Deeassary to produee eredible results; 

(b) not eommit a substantial error of omission or eommission that significantly affeets the results 
of a consulting service; 

(e) not render consulting services in a careless or negligent manner, such as a series of errors 
that, considered individually, may not significantly affect the results, but which, when eonsidered 
in the aggregate, would be misleading. 

Comment: Standards Rule 4-1 is identieal in scope and purpose to Standards Rule 1-1. Departure 
from binding reguirements (a). (b). and (c) is not permitted. 

Standards Rule 4-2 

In performing real estate or real property consulting services, an appraiser must observe the following 
specific guidelines: 

(a) clearly identify the elient's objective; 
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STA..'"IffiARD 4 (continued) 

Standards Rule 4-2 (continued) 

(b) define the problem to be considered, define the purpose and intended use of the consulting 
service, consider the extent of the data collection process, adequately identify the real estate 
and/or property under eonsideration (if any), deseribe any speciallimiting conditions, and 
identify the effective date of the consulting service; 

(e) colleet, verify, and reconeile such data as may be required to complete the consulting service; 

(i) if the market value of a specifie property is pertinent to the consulting assignment, an 
appraisal in coniormanee with Standard 1 must be ineluded in the data collection; 

all pertinent information shall be included; 

Comment: If an appraisal is pertinent, the appraiser perfomring the consulting service should 
carefully review the ETHICS PROVISION and the explanatory comment at the beginning of 
STANDARD 4 to ensure that any personal interests of the appraiser or contingent compensation 
for the consulting service do not conflict with the independenee required of the appraisal funetion. 

The appraiser perfomring the consulting service may find it necessary to retain (or suggest that 
the client retain) another appraiser to perform the appraisal. 

(d) apply the appropriate consulting tools and teehniques to the data eolleeted; 

(e) base all projeetions on reasonably elear and appropriate evidenee. 

Comment: A consulting service must begin with a clear identifleation of the client's objeetive, which 
may not be explicit in the client's statement of the assignment. The appraiser should precisely 
define the nature of the problem the client faces and the purpose of the' consulting service. If the 
consulting service involves specific real estate or property, the appraiser must obtain a legal 
description, street address or other means of specifically and adequately identifying the real estate 
or property. 

The appraiser must assess the overail range of work for solving the problem, the methodologies 
to be used, and the speciiic research data directly relevant to the consulting service. 

Standards Rule 4-3 

In performingreal estate or real property consulting services, aD appraiser must observe the following 
speeifie guidelines when a conclusion or reeommendation is required by the nature of the assignment: 

(a) identify alternative eourses of action to achieve the elient's objective, and analyze their 
implieations; 

(b) identify both known and antieipated constraints to eaeh alternative and consider their probable 
impaet; 

(e) identify the resources aetually or expeeted to be available to eaeh alternative and eonsider 
their probable impaet; 

(d) identify the optimum eourse of action to achieve the elient's objeetive. 
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STANDAaD 4 (continued) 

Standards Rule 4-3 (continued) 

Comment: After proper eonsideration of all alternative courses of action, the appraiser should 
identify the optimum eourse of action in terms of the elient's objeetive and foreeast the likelihood 
it ean be aemeved. All conelusions must be logieally related to the resourees available and the 
eonstraints that may limit any of the alternatives. 

Standards Rule 4-4 

In performing a market analysis, an appraiser must observe the following specifie guidelines when 
applicable: 

(a) define and delineate the market area; 

(b) identify and analyze the eurrent supp ly and demand eonditions that make up the speeifie real 
estate market; . 

(e) identify, measure, and foreeast the effeet of antieipated development or other ehanges and 
future supply; 

(d) identify, measure, and foreeast the effeet of antieipated eeonomie or other ehanges and future 
demand. 

Comment: The appraiser should earefully define and delineate the pertment market area for the 
analysis. Supportive reasoning for the selection of the boundaries must be stated. The appraiser 
should identify the specific class(es) of real estate under consideration and analyze the forces that 
are likely to airect supply/demand relationships. 

The appraiser is expected to provide a comprehensive physical and economle descriptian of the 
existing supply of space for the specific use within the defined market area, an explanatian of the 
competitive positian of the subject, and a foreeast of how anticipated changes in future supply 
(additions to or deletions from the inventory) may affect the subject property. 

The appraiser is expected to . project the quantity and price or rent level of space that wiil be 
demanded within the particular sub-market. The capture or penetration rates of competitive 
projects should be examined in sufficient detail to lead to a reasoned conclusion as to the foreeasted 
price or rent levels at which the market is likely to accept the subject space and the estimated 
absorption or rent-up time period. 

The analysis of economic changes in the market in which the property is located may inelude the 
following determinants of demand: population, employment, and income characteristics; interest 
rates; zoning and other regulations; rents and/or sales; new construction planned or underway; 
vacant sites as potential competition to the subject; transportation; taxes; and the cost and 
adequacy of sewer, water, power, and other utilities. Forecasting techniques should be relevant, 
reasonable, practical, and supportable. Regardless of the forecasting models employed, the ap
praiser is expected to provide a elear and concise explanatian and description of the models and 
methodologies. 
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STA.J."lDARD 4 (continued) 

Standards Rule 4-5 

In developing a eash flow and/or investment analysis, an appraiser must observe the following speeifie 
guidelines when applieable:1 

(a) consider and analyze the quantity and quality of the ineome stream; 

(b) consider and analyze the history of expenses and reservesi 

(e) consider and analyze finaneing availability and terms; 

(d) seleet and support the appropriate method of processing the income stream; 

(e) consider and analyze the cash flow return(s) and reversion(s) to the specified investment 
position over a projected time period(s). 

Comment: Since real estate investment decisions are predicated on financial implications, the 
consulting service should define the client's investment criteria, consider major variables in the 
real estate and finaneial markets, and forecast the antieipated results. Definitions of the finaneial 
indices used (such as internal rate ofreturn) and explanations of the financial analysis techniques 
and computer programs employed should be included. The ETHICS PROVISION and COMPE
TENCY PROVISION are especially important to Standards Rule 4-5 with regard to hypothetica1 
conditions and technical profieieney. 

Standards Rule 4-6 

In developing a feasibillty analysis, an appraiser must observe the following specifie guidelines when 
applieable: 

(a) prepare a eomplete market analysis; 

(b) apply the results of the market analysis to alternative courses of action to achieve the client's 
objective; 

(i) eonsider and analyze the probable costa of each altemative; 
(ü) eonsider and analyze the probability of altering any constraints to each altemative; 
(iii) eonsider and analyze the probable outeome of each alternative. 

Comment: An important step in feasibility analysis is to complete a market analysis. 

The appraiser should compare the following criteria from the client's project to the results of the 
market analysis: the project budget (all constructi.on costs, fees, carrying costs, and ongoing 
property operating expenses); the time sequence of activities (planning, construction and market
ing); the type and eost offinancing obtainable; and cash flow forecasts over the development and/or 
hoIding period; and yield expectations. The appraiser should have enough data to estimate whether 
the project win develop according to the expectations of the client and is economica1ly feasible in 
aceordance with the elient's explicitly defined financial objeetives. 

1 See Statement on Appraillal Standareis Number 2 on page 65. 
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STANDARD 5 

In reporting the results of a real estate or real property consulting service. an appraiser must 
communicate each analysis. opinion. and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading. 

Comment: Standard 5 is identical in intent and purpose to the appraisal reporting requirements 
in Standard 2. An appraiser must explain logically and convincingly the reasoning that leads to 
his or her conclusions. The flow of information should be orderly and progressive, leading from 
the broadest to the most specific level of analysis possible. Those topics most critical to the 
consulting conelusions should receive the most detailed emphasis. 

In many business situations involving consulting services, the role of the appraiser carries with 
it an implied impartiality. For this reason, an appraiser must exercise extreme caution in under
taking assignments that involve the achievement of the specific goals of a client. A clear and 
complete disclosure of the role being performed by the appraiser must be part of any written report 
that results from the acceptance of such an assignment. The disclosure must be stated in any 
letter of transmittal, statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and executive summary. 
In this eonnection, the appropriate use of the Certifieation in S.R. 5-3 is also required, but it is 
not sufficient in and of itself. A timelyand complete disclosure is required in any aral report. 

Standards Rule 5-1 

Each written or oral consulting report must: 

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the consulting service in a manner that will not be misleading; 

(b) contain suffieient information to enable the person(s) who receive or rely on the report to 
understand it properly; 

(e) clearly and aceurately diselose any extraordinary assumption or limiting eondition that 
direetly affects the consulting service and indieate its impaet on the final eonelusion or 
recommendation (ü any). 

Comment: Departure from binding reguirements (a), (b), and (e) is not permitted. A consulting 
report must be sufficiently comprehensive so the client can visualize the problem and follow the 
reasoning through each step of the analytieal process. It is essential that throughout the report 
the data, analyses, assumptions and conelusions are lagieal and adequately supported. Basic 
analytical and statistical principles, logical reasoning, and sound professional judgment are es
sential ingredients of the report. 

Standards Rule 5-2 

Eaeh written consulting report must comply with the following specifie reporting guidelines: 

(a) define the problem to be eonsidered; 

(b) state the purpose of the consulting service; 

(e) identify and describe the real estate andJor property under consideration (ü any); 

(d) set forth the effeetive date of the consulting service and the date of the report; 

(e) deseribe the overalI range of work and the extent of the data collection process; 
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STk~ARD 5 (continued) 

Standards Rule 5-2 (continued) 

(f) set forth all assumptions and limiting conditjons that affect the analyses, opinions, and 
conclusions; 

(g) set forth the information considered, the consulting procedures followed, and the reasoning 
that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions; 

(h) set forth the appraiser's final conclusions or recommendations (if any); 

(i) set forth any additional information that may be appropriate to show compIiance with, or 
clearly identify and explain permitted departures from, the requirements to Standard 4; 

(j) include a signed certmcation in accordance with Standards Rule 5-3. 

Comment: The appraiser must set forth all of the assumptions and limiting conditions under which 
the consulting service is made, and support their validity. Specific assumptions or conditions 
imposed by the client must be clearly set forth as part of the identiflcation of the objective of the 
consulting service. The appraiser must investigate the validity of such assumptions or conditions 
and give reasons for finding them realistic. 

It is improper to omit any of the requirements from a consulting report transmitted to the client 
without good cause. Any deparrure from norma! procedures and the effect of any unusual factors 
or conditions in connection with the problem must be explained. A misleading or fraudulent report 
violates the ETHICS PROVISION as well as this Standard. 

Standards Rule 5-3 

Each written consulting r~port must contain a certification that is similar in content to the following 
form: 

I certify that, to the best of my knowlecige and bellef: 

the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 
the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptious and limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, 
opinions, and conclusions. 
I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property (if any) that 
is the subject of this report, and I have no (or the specmed) personal interest or bias 
with respect to the parties involved. 
my compeusation is not (or is) contingent on an action or event resulting from the 
analyses, opinious, or conclusions in, or the use of, this report. (If the compensation is 
contingent, the basis of such contingency must be disclosed in this certification and in 
any letter of transmittal and executive summary.) 
my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been pre
pared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property (if any) that is the 
subject of this report. (If more than one person signs the report, this certification must 
clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a personal 
inspection of the property.)l 
no one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report. 
(If there are exceptions, the name of each individual providing significant professional 
assistance must be stated.) 

1 See Advisory Opinion G-2 on page 73. 
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STANDARD 5 (continued) 

Standards Rule 5-3 (continued) 

Comment: Deoarture from this bindine: rearurement is not oermitted. 

Standards Rule 5-4 

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, each oral consulting report (ineluding expert 
testimony) must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 5-2. 
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STANDA,RD 6 

In developing a mass appraisal. an appraiser must be aw are of, understand, and correetly employ 
those generally accepted methods and teehniques neeessary to produee and communieate eredible 
appraisals. 

Comment: Standard 6 is directed toward the substantive aspects of developing and communicating 
competent analyses, apimons, and conelusions in the appraisal of a universe of properties. Mass 
appraisals are used primarily for purposes of ad valorem taxation. But depending upon the purpose 
of the appraisal and the availability of statistical data, mass appraisal procedures may also be 
appropriate for the valuation of any universe of properties, but only when written reports are 
made and the results of statistical testing are fulIy disclosed and explained. The reporting and 
jurisdictional exceptions applicable to public mass appraisals prepared for purposes of ad valorem 
taxation do not apply to mass appraisals prepared for other purposes. 

Mass appraisals can be prepared with or without computer assistance and are often developed by 
teams of people. The validity of mass appraisal conclusions is frequendy tested or contested by 
single-property appraisals. Single-property appraisals should coDform to Standards 1 and 2 for 
real property and Standards 7 and 8 for personal property. In the context of Standard 6, the terms 
appraisal and mass appraisal both refer to the appraisal of a universe of properties, whether real 
property, personal property, or both. 

The Jurisdictional Exception on Page 6 may apply to several sections of Standard 6 because ad 
valorem tax administration is subject to various state, county, and municipallaws. 

Standards Rule 6-1 

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) be aware of, understanci. and correctly employ those generally accepted methods and techniques 
neeessary to produee a eredible appraisa1; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. Mass appraisal uses: 
1. Division of tasks, 
2. Standardized data colIection and analysis, 
3. Properly specified and calibrated valuation models, and 
4. Standards and measurements of the accuracy of the data colIected and values produced. 

This rule recognizes that the principle of change continues to affect the manner in which appraisers 
perform mass appraisals. Changes and developments in the real estate field have a substantial 
impact on the appraisal profession. Revisions in appraisal theory and practice resuit from: 

changes in the cost and manner of constructing and marketing commercial, industrial, 
residential, and other types of real estate; 
changes in the legal framework in which real property rights and interests are created, 
conveyed, mortgaged, and taxed; 
corresponding changes in appraisal theory and practice; and, 
social and economic changes. 

To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the appraisal profession is constantly reviewing 
and revising appraisal methods and techniques and devising new methods and techniques to me et 
new eircumstances. For this reason it is not suffieient for appraisers to simply maintain the skills 
and the knowledge they possess when they become appraisers. Mass appraisers must continuously 
improve their skills to remain profieient. 
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STANDARD 6 (eontinued) 

Standards Rule 6-1 (eontinued) 

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or eommission that signifieantly affeets a mass 
appraisal; 

Comment: Deparrure from this binding reauirement is not oermitted. Standards Rule 6-1{b) is 
identical in purpose to Standards Rule l-lCb). 

(e) not render a mass appraisal in a eareless or negUgent manner; 

Comment: Deoarrure from this binding regmrement is not oermitted. Standards Rule 6-1(e) is 
identieal in purpose to Standards Rule l-l(e). 

Standards Rule 6-2 

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must observe the following speeifie appraisal guidelines: 

(a) eonsider the purpose and intended use of the appraisal; 

(b) identify any speeiallimiting eonditions; 

Comment: Although appraisers in ad valorem taxation should not be held aeeountable for limita
tions beyond their eontrol, they are required by this guideline to identify eost eonstraints and to 
take appropriate steps to secure sufficient funding to produee appraisals that eomply with these 
standards. 

Expenditure levels for assessment administration are a fundian of a number of factors. Fiscal 
eonstraints may impact data eompleteness and aecuracy, valuation methods, and valuation aecu
racy. While appraisers shouId seek adequate funding and eliselose the impact offiseal eonstraints 
on the mass appraisal proeess, they are not responsible for eonstraints beyond their eontrol. 

(e) identify the effeetive date of the appraisal; 

(d) define the value being eonsidered; ii the value to be estimated is market value, the appraiser 
must elearly indieate whether the estimate is the most probable price: 

(i) in terms of eash; or 
(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to eash; or 
(iil) in such other terms as may be precisely defined; ii an estimate of value is based on 

below-market finaneing or finaneing with UDusual eonditions or incentives, the terms 
of such finaneing must be elearly set forth, their eontributions to or negative influence 
on value must be described and estimated, and the market data supporting the valuation 
estimate must be described and explained; 

Comment: For eertain types of appraisal assignments in wmeh a legal definition of market value 
has been established and takes preeedenee, the Jurisdictional Exception may apply. 

(e) identify the real estate and personal property, as appUcable; 
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Comment: The universe of properties shouId be identified in general terms and eaeh individual 
property in the universe shouId be identifled with the information on its identity stored ar 
refereneed in its property reeord. 
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STANDARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6-2 (continued) 

(f) in appraising real property: 

(i) identiiy and consider any personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items that are 
not real property but are included in the appraisal; 

Comment: This guideline requires the appraiser to recognize the inclusion of items that are not 
real property in the overail value estimateo Expertise in personal property (see Standard 7) or 
business (see Standard 9) appraisal may be required to allocate each overall valu e to its variaus 
companents. Separate valuation of such items is required when th ey are significant to the overall 
value. 

(ii) consider whether an appraised physical segment contributes pro rata to the value of 
the whole; 

Comment: This guideline does not require the appraiser to value the whole when the subject of 
the appraisal is a physical segment. However, if the value of the whole is not considered, the 
appraisal must clearly recognize that the value of the property being appraised cannot be used to 
estimate the value of the whole by mathematical extension. 

(g) identiiy the property interest(s); 

(i) eonsider known easements, restrletions, eneumbranees, leases, reservations, eovenants, 
contracts, declarations, special assessments, ordinances, or other items of similar nature; 

(ii) eonsider whether an appraised fraetional interest or partial hoIding eontributes pro 
rata to the value of the whole; 

Comment: This guideline does not require the appraiser to value the whole when the subject of 
the appraisal is a fraetional interest or a partial hoIding. However, ifthe value of the whole is not 
considered, the appraisal must clearly reflect that the value of the property being appraised cannot 
be used to estimate the value of the whole by mathematical extension. 

(h) in appraising real property, consider the effeet on use and value of the following faetors: 
existing land-use regulations, reasonably probable modifieations of such regulations, economie 
supply and deinand, the physieal adaptability of the property, neighborhood trends, and the 
highest and best use of the property; and 

Comment: This guideline seta forth a list of factors that mect use and value. In considering 
neighborhood trenda, an appraiser must avoid stereotyped or biased assumptions relating to race, 
age, color, gender, or national origin or an assumption that race, ethnic, or religious homogeneity 
is necessary to maximize value in a neighborhood. Further, an appraiser must avoid making an . 
unsupported assumption or premise about neighborhood decline, effective age, and remaining life. 
In considering highest and best use, an appraiser should develop the concept to the extent required 
for a proper solution of the appraisal problem. 

(i) reeognize that land is appraised as though vaeant and available for development to its Mghest 
and best use and that the appraisal of improvements is based on their actual contribution to 
the site_ 

Comment: This guideline may be modified to refleet the faet that, in various market situations, a 
site may have a eontributory valu e that differs from the value as if vacant. 
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ST.AJ.'ffiARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6-3 

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) identity and consider the appropriate proeedures and market information required to perform 
the appraisal, including all physical, funetiona!, md enernal market faetors as they may afieet 
the appraisal; 

Comment: Such efforts eustomarily inelude the development of standardized data eolIection forms, 
proeedures, and training materials whieh are used uniformly on the universe of properties under 
consideration. 

(b) employ generally accepted techniques for specifying property valuation models; and 

Comment: The formal development of a model in a statement or equation is called model specifi
cation. Mass appraisers must develop mathematical models that, with reasonable accuracy, rep
resent the relationship between property value and supply and demand factors, as represented by 
quantitative and qualitative property eharacteristics. The models may be specified using the eost, 
sales companson, or ineome approaehes to value. The specification format may be tabular, math
ematieal, linear, non-linear, or any other structure suitable for representing the relationship 
between market value and observable property characteristies. The appropriate approaches should 
be used in appraising a class of properties. The eoncepts of aeeepte~ teehniques apply to both real 
and personal property valuation models. 

(e) employ generally accepted teehniques for ealibrating mass appraisal models. 

Comment: Departure from bindingreguirements (a) through (e) is not permitted. Calibration refers 
to the process of analyzing sets of property and market data to determine the specifie parameters 
of a model. The table entries in a eost manual are examples of ealibrated parameters, as well as 
the eoefficients in a linear or non-linear madel. Madels should be calibrated using generally 
accepted techniques, including, but not limited to, multiple linear regression, non-linear regression, 
and adaptive estimation. 

Standards Rule 6-4 

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must observe the following speeifie appraisal guidelines, 
when applicable: 

(a) eo11eet, verify, analyze, and reeoneile such data as are neeessary and appropriate to: 
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(i) 
(ü) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

estimate eost new of the improvements; 
estimate aeerued depreciation; 
estimate value by sales of eomparable properties; 
estimate value by eapitalization of ineome. i.e. rentais, expenses, interest rates, capital
ization rates and vaeancy data. 
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STANDARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6-4 (continued) 

Comment: Thls rule requires appraisers engaged in mass appraisal to take reasonable steps to 
ensure that the quantity and quality ofthe factual data that are eolleeted are sufficient to produee 
ereruble appraisals. For real property, systems for routinely coUeeting and maintaining ownershlp, 
geographle, sales, ineome and expense, east, and property eharacteristics data should be estab
lished. Geographic data should be contained in a complete set of eadastral maps eompiled aeeording 
to current standards of detail and accuracy. Sales data should be eollected, eonfirmed, sereened, 
adjusted, and filed according to eurrent standards of practice. The sales file should contain, for 
each sale, property characteristics data that are contemporaneous with the date of sale. Property 
charaeteristics data should be appropriate to the mass appraisal models being used. The property 
characteristics data file should contain data contemporaneous with the date of appraisal. It may 
contain historieal data on sales. The data coUection program should incorporate a quality control 
program, including eheeks and audits of the data to ensure current and consistent records. 

(b) base projeetions of future rentai rates, expenses, interest rates, eapitalization rates, and 
vaeaney rates on reasonable and appropriate evidenee. 

Comment: This guideline requires an appraiser, in developing income and expense statements 
and cash flow projections, to weigh historieal information and trends, current market factors 
affecting such trends, and reasonably anticipated events, such as competition from developments 
either planned or under construction. 

(e) eonsider and analyze terms and eonditions of any available leases. 

(d) eonsider the need for and' extent ofany physieal inspeetion. 

Standards RuIe 6·5 

In applying a ealibrated mass appraisal model an appraiser must: 

(a) value improved parcels by accepted methods or teehniques based on the eost approaeh, the 
sales eomparison approaeh, and ineome approaeh, as applieable; 

(b) value sites by generally accepted methods or teehniques; such teehniques include but are not 
limited to the sales camparison approaeh., allacation method, abstraction method, eapitalization 
of ground rent, and land residual technique; 

(e) when estimating the value of a leased fee estate or a leasehold estate, consider and analyze 
the effeet on value, it any, of the terms and eonditions of the lease; 

Comment: In ad valorem taxation the appraiser may be required by rules or law to appraise the 
property as if in fee simple, as though uneneumbered by existing leases. In such cases, market 
rent would be used in the appraisal, ignoring the effect of the individual, actual contract rents. 

(d) eonsider andanalyze the effeet on value, itany, of the assemblage of the various parcels, divided 
interests, or component parts of a property; the value of the whole shouId not be estimated by 
adding together the individual values of the various parcels, divided interests, or component 
parts; and 

Comment: When the value of the whole has been established and the appraiser seeks to estimate . 
the value of a part, the value of any such part must be tested by referenee to appropriate market 
data and supported by an appropriate analysis of such data. 
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STANDARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6-5 (continued) 

(e) consider and analyze the effect on value, ii any, of anticipated public or private improvements, 
located on or off the site, to the extent that market actions reflect such anticipated improve
ments as of the effective appraisal date; appraise proposed improvements only after examining 
and having available for future examination; 

(i) plans, specifications, or other documentation sufficient to identify the scope and 
character of the proposed improvements; 

(ü) evidenee indicating the probable time of completion of the proposed improvements; and 
(lli) reasonably clear and appropriate evidence supporting development costs, anticipated 

earnings, occupancy projeetions, and the anticipated competition at the time of 
completion. 

Comment: Ordinarily, proposed improvements are not appraised for ad valorem tax purposes. 
Appraisers, however, are sometimes asked to provide estimates ofvalue ofproposed improvements 
so that developers can estimate future property tax burdens. Sometimes condominiums and units 
in planned unit developments are sold with an interest in unbuilt community property, the pro 
rata value of which, ii any, should be considered in the analysis of sales data. 

Standards Rule 6-6 

In reconcillng a mass appraisal an appraiser must: 

(a) consider and reconcile the quality and quantity of data availabIe andanalyzed within the 
approaches used and the applicability or suitability of the approaches used; and 

(b) employ generally accepted mass appraisal testing procedures and techniques to ensure that 
standards of accuracy are maintained. 

Comment: Departure from binding reguirements (a) and (b) is not permitted. It is implleit in mass 
appraisal that, even when properly specified and ca1ibrated mass appraisal models are used, some 
individuai value estimates will not meet standards of reasonabIeness, consisteney, and accuraey. 
However, appraisers engaged in mass appraisal have a professional responsibility to ensure that, 
on an overalI basis, models produce value estimates that meet attainable standards of accuraey. 
This responsibility requires appraisers to evaluate the performance of models, using techniques 
including, but not limited to, goodness-of-fit statisties, hold-out samples, analysis ofresiduals, and 
appraisal-to-sale ratio data. They also should review individuai value estimates before they are used. 

Standards Rule 6-7 

A written summary report of a mass appraisal for ad valorem taxation or a written ~port of a mass 
appraisal for any other purpose should clearly communicate the elements, results, OpiniODS, and value 
conclusions of the appraisal. 

Documentation for a mass appraisal for ad valorem taxation may be in the form of (1) property records 
(2) reports,' (3) manuais, (4) regulations, (5) statutes, and (6) other acceptabIe forms. 

Each written report of a mass appraisal for any purpose other than ad valorem taxation must: 

(A) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading; 

(B) contain sufficient information to enabIe the persones) who receive or rely on the report to 
understand it properly; 
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STANDARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6·7 (continued) 

(C) clearly and aceurately diselose any extra ordinary assumptions or limiting condition that 
directly affeets the appraisal and indieate its impaet on value. 

Furlhermore, eaeh written report of a mass appraisal for any purpose other than for ad valorem 
taxation, and, when provided, a written summary report of a mass appraisal for ad valorem taxation 
must: 

(a) state the purpose and intended use of the appraisal; 

(b) disclose any assumptions or limiting conditions that result in deviation from generally 
accepted methods and teehniques or that affeet analyses, opinions, and eonelusions; 

Comment: One limiting condition that must be disclosed is whether or not any physical inspection 
was made. 

(e) set forth the effeetive date of the appraisal; 

Comment: In ad valorem taxation the effective date of the appraisal may be prescribed by law. If 
no effective date is prescribed by law, the effective date of the appraisal, ifnot stated, is presumed 
to be contemporaneous with the data and appraisal conclusions. 

(d) define the value to be estimated; 

(e) identify the properties appraised induding the property rights; 

Comment: The report should document the sources for locating, describing, and listing the property. 
When applicable, mclude references to legal descriptions, addresses, parcel identifiers, photos, and 
building sketches. In mass appraisal this information is often included in property records. When 
the property rights to be appraised are specified in a statute or court ruling, the law should be 
refereneed. 

(f) deseribe andjustify the model specification(s) considered, data requirements, and the models 
chosen; 

Comment: The user and affected parties must have confidence that the process and procedures 
used conform to accepted methods and resuit in credible value estimates. In the case of mass 
appraisal for ad valorem taxation, stability and accuracy are important to the credibility of value 
estimates. The summary report should include a discussion of the rationale for each model, the 
calibration techniques to be us ed, and the performance measures to be used. 

(g) describe the procedure for colleeting, validating, and reporting data; 

Comment: The summary report shouId describe the sources of data and the data conection and 
validation processes. Referenee to detailed data conection manuals should be made, including 
where they may be found for inspection. 

(h) deseribe calibration methods considered and chosen, ineluding the mathematieal form of the 
final model(s); describe how value estimates were reviewed; and, ii neeessary, deseribe the 
availability of individual value estimates; 
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STANDARD 6 (continued) 

Standards Rule 6-7 (continued) 

(i) in the case of real property, discuss how highest and best use was determined; 

Comment: The mass appraisal summary report shollid referenee ease law, statute or publie policy 
that deseribes highest and best use requirements. When actual use is the requirement, the report 
shollid discuss how use-values were estimated. 

(j) identify the appraisal performance tests used and set forth the performance measures attained; 

(k) provide any additional information necessary to more fully explain the appraisal including 
departures permitted by the Departure Provision; and 

m eontain a signed certmcation by the appraiser in a manner consistent with applicabIe laws, 
rules or regulations and generally accepted appraisal practices for mass appraisals prepared 
for ad valorem taxation; and for mass appraisals prepared for other purposes, contain a signed 
eertmcation in accordance with Standards Rule 6-8. 

Comment: Deparrure from binding reamrements (a) through m is not oermitted. 

Standards Rule 6-8 

Each written mass appraisal for purposes other than ad valorem taxation must contain a signed 
certmcation that is similar in content to the following form: 

I certify that, to the best of my lm.owledge and belief: 

the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 
the reported analyses, opinions, and concIusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professionai analyses, 
opinions, and conclusions. 
I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is the 
subject of this report, and I have no (or the specmed) personal interest or bias with 
respect to the parties involved. . 
my compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or 
direetion in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, 
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event. 
my analyses, opinions, and concIusions were developed, and this report has been 
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of 
this report. (If more than one person signs the report, this ceriification must clearly 
specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a personal inspeetion 
of the appraised property.)l 
no one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report. 
(If there are exceptions, the name of each individual providing significant professional 
88sistance must be statedo) 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. 

1 see Advisory Opinioo G-2 oo page 73. 
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STANDARD 7 

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must be aware of. understand, and eorreetly 
employ those reeognized methods and teehniques that are neeessary to produee a eredible appraisal. 

Comment: Standard 7 is directed toward the same substantive aspects set forth in Standard 1, 
but addresses the appraisal of personal propeny. 

Standards Rule 7-1 

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) be aware of, understand, and eorreetly employ those reeognized methods and teehniques that 
are neeessary to produee a eredible appraisal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. This. rule recognizes that 
the principle of ehange eontinues to affeet the manner in which appraisers perform appraisal 
services. Changes and developments in personal property practice have a substantial impaet upon 
the appraisal profession. Important changes in the cost and manner of producing and marketing 
personal property and changes in the legal framework in which property rights and interests are 
created, conveyed, and finaneed have resulted in corresponding changes in appraisal theory and 
practice. Social change has also had an effect on appraisal theory and practice. To keep abreast 
of these changes and developments, the appraisal profession reviews and revises appraisal methods 
and techniques and devises methods and techniques to me et new circumstances. For this reason, 
it is not sufficient for appraisers to simply maintain the skills and the knowledge they possess 
when they become appraisers. Each appraiser must continuously improve his or her skills to 
remain proficient in personal property appraisal. 

(b) not eommit a substantial error of omission or eommission that signifieantly affeets an appraisal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. In performing appraisal 
services an appraiser must be certain that the gathering of factual information is conducted in a 
manner that is sufficiently diligent to ensure that the data that would have a material or significant 
effeet on the resulting opinions or conclusions are considered. Further, an appraiser must use 
sufficient eare in analyzing such data to avoid errors that would significantly affeet his or her 
opinions and conclusions. 

(e) not render appraisal serviees in a eareless or negligent manner, such as a series of errors that, 
eonsidered individually, may not signifieantly affeet the results of an appraisal, but whieh, 
when eonsidered in the aggregate, would be misleading. 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. Perfection is impossible to 
attain and competence does not require perfectian. However, an appraiser must not render 
appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner. This rule requires an appraiser to Use due 
diligence and due care. The faet that the carelessness or negligence of an appraiser has not caused 
an error that significantly affects his or her opinions or conclusions and thereby seriously harms 
a client or third party does not excuse such carelessness or negligenee. 
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STA..."IDARD 7 (continued) 

Standards Rule 7-2 

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must consider the purpose and intended 
use of the appraisal and observe the following specifie appraisal guidelines: 

(a) adequately identity the property to be valued, ineluding the method of identifieation; 

Comment: This guideIine is an essential element in all appraisals. An adequate identifleation of 
property should accurately describe property as understood within its market. 

(b) define the pu.rpose and intended use of the appraisal, ineluding all general and speeifie limiting 
eonditions; 

(e) identify the effeetive date of the appraisal; 

(d) seleet and define the value to be eonsidered eonsistent with the purpose of the appraisal; 

Comment: If the value tÖ be estimated is market value, the appraiser must clearly indicate whether 
the estimate is the most prabable priee: 
1. in terms of cash; or 
2. in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or 
3. in such other terms as may be precisely defined; if an estimate of value is based on submarket 

financing or financing with unusual eonditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be 
clearly set forth, their eontributions to or negative influence on value must be described and 
estimated, and the market data supporting the valuation estimate must be described and 
explained; 

(e) colleet, verify, analyze and reeoneile such data as are available, adequately identified and 
deseribed, to indieate a value eonelusion; 

(f) value the property by an appropriate appraisal method or teehnique; 

(g) all pertinent information in items (a) through (f) above shall be used in the development of a 
personal property appraisal. 

Standards Rule 7·3 

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must eonsider the purpose and intended 
use of the appraisal and observe the following speeifie appraisal guidelines: 

(a) eonsider the effeet of highest and best use by measuring and analyzing the eurrent use and 
alternative uses to eneompass what is profitable, possible, legal and physieally possible, as 
relevant to the purpose and intended use of the appraisal; 

(b) personal property has several measurable marketplaces, and the appraiser must identity, 
define, and analyze the appropriate market eonsistent with the purpose of the appraisal; 

Comment: The appraiser must reeognize that there are distinet levels of trade and each may have 
its own market value. For example, a praperty may have distinet value at a wholesale level of 
trade, aretaillevel of trade, or a value under varying auction conditians. Therefore, the appraiser 
must eonsider the subjeet property within the eorreet market context. 

(e) consider the marketconditions at the time of the valuation ineluding market aeceptability of 
the property as weil as supply, demand, scarcity or rarityj 
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STANDARD 7 (continued) 

Standards Rule 7·3 (continued) 

(d) consider a sufficient quantity of data and any prior sales of the subjeet within a suffieient 
period of oceurrence to reaeh an appropriate estimate of value; 

(e) eonsider the east, ineome, and sales eomparison approaches and their degree of applicability 
in the valuation of personal property. The seleetion of valuation approaches to be used should 
be based on the availability of data and the purpose of the appraisal; 

(f) consider the effects on value caused by attributes such as condition, style, quality, manufacturer, 
author, materials, origin, age, provenanee, alterations and restorations; 

(g) identify any real estate, real property, trade fixtures or intangible items that are not personal 
property but are ineluded in the appraisal. 

Comment: Additional expertise in real property (see Standard 1) or business (see Standard 9) 
appraisal may be required in valuation assignments that involve more than personal property. 

(h) all pertinent information in items (a) through (f) above shall be used in the development of a 
personal property appraisal. 
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STANDARD 8 

In reporting the results of a personal propen)' appraisal, an appraiser must communicate each 
analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading. 

Standards Rule 8-1 

Each written or oral personal property appraisal report must: 

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading; 

Comment: nepanure from this binding reauirement is not oermitted. Since most reports are used 
and relied upon by third parties, communications considered adequate by the appraiser's client 
may not be sufficient. An appraiser must take extreme care to make certain that his or her reports 
will not be misleading to various users of the appraisal report. 

(b) contain sufficient information to enablt-.1 the person(s) who receive or rely on the report to 
understand it properly; 

Comment: nepanure from this binding reamrement is not o ermitte d. A failure to observe this 
rule could cause a client or other users of the report to make a serious error even though each 
analysis, opinion, and conclusion in the report is clearly and accurately stated. To avoid this 
problem and the dangers it presents to clients and other users of reports, this rule requires an 
appraiser to mclude in each report sufficient information to enable the reader to understand it 
properly. All reports, both written and oral, must clearly and accurately present the analyses, 
opinions, and conelusions of the appraiser in sufficient depth and detail to address adequately the 
significance of the specific appraisal problem. 

(e) clearly and aeeurately diselose any extraordinary assumption or limiting eondition that 
directlyaffeets the appraisal, and indieate its impaet on value. 

Comment: neparture from this binding reamrement is not permitted. Third party use of an 
appraisal is subjeet to the defined purpose and intended use of an appraisal, including assumptions 
and limiting conditions. In a written report, the diselosure would be required in conjunction with 
statements of each opinion or conclusion that is alfeeted. 

Standards Rule 8-1 

Each written personal property appraisal report must comply with the following speeifie rep~rting 
guidelines by providing or ineluding: 

(a) descriptive identifleation of the personal property being appraised; 

(b) identification of the ownership interest being appraised; 

Comment on (a) and (h): These two guidelines are essential elements in any report. Identifying 
the property rights being appraised requires a direet statement substantiated as needed setting 
forth any known encumbrances. 

(e) a statement of the purpose and intended use of the.appraisa1; 

(d) a definition of the value being eonsidered that is eonsistent with the purpose of the appraisa1; 
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STANDARD 8 <continued) 

Standards Rule 8·2 <continued) 

(e) the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report; 

Comment on (e), (d). and (e): These three guidelines require elear disclosure to the reader of a 
report setting forth the "why, what and when" surrounding the appraisal. The purpose of the 
appraisal is used generieally to include both the task involved and the rationale for the appraisal 
(purpose and intended use). Defining the value to be estimated requires both an appropriately 
refereneed definition and any comments needed to clearly indicate to the reader how the definition 
is being applied (See Standards Rule 7·2). The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context 
for the value estimate, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of the 
appraiser on the market conditions as of the effective date of the appraisal was prospective, current, 
or retrospective. Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at 
various stages in the report is important for clarity. 

(f) a description of the extent of the process of colleeting, con:firming, and reporting data; 

Comment: This guideline is intended to provide the reader with an understanding of the appraisal 
process and proteet third parties whose reliance on an appraisal report may be affected by the 
appraiser's investigation; i.e., the process of collecting, confirming and reporting data. 

(g) all assumptions and IimHing eonditions that affect the analyses, opinions, conelusions and 
valuations; 

(h) the information conside~ the appraisal procedures followed, and the reasoning that supports 
the analyses, opinions, conelusions and ValuatiODS; 

Comment: This guideline calls for the appraiser to summame the data considered and the 
proeedures that were followed. The appraiser must be eertain that these points are covered in 
sufficient depth and detail so that the elient, and the various users of the appraisal report, will 
understand it and will not be misled or eonfused. The substantive content of the report, not its 
size, determines its compiianee with this specific reporting guideline. 

(i) where appropriate, comparable sales data, auction results, offers from reputable firma or other 
statistics; ii not included in the narrative of the report, they must be refereneed in the report 
and maintained with the field notes. (See ETHICS PROVISION, Reeord Keeping.) 

(j) where appropriate, an explanation and support of the analysis of the highest and best use; 

(k) where appropriate, an explanation and support of the analysis of the appropriate market; 

(1) an explanation and support of the exclusion of any of the usual valuation approaches; 

(m) any additional information that may be appropriate to show compIianee with, or clearly 
identify and explain permitted departures from, the requirements of Standard 7. 

(n) a signe d eertification in accordance with Standards Rule 8·3. 
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STANDARD 8 <eontinued) 

Standards Rule 8-3 

Eaeh written personal property appraisal must eontain a eertifieation that is similar in eontent to 
the following form: 

I eerti.fy that, to the best of my knowledge and belief: 

the statements of faet eontained in this report are true and eorreet. 
the reported analyses, opinions, and eonelusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting eonditions, and are my personal, unbiased professionai analyses, 
opinions, and conelusions. 
I have no (or the specmed) 'present or prospeetive interest in the property that is the 
subject of this report, and I have no (or the speeified) personal interest or bias with 
respeet to the parties involved. 
my compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or 
direetion in value that favors the cause of the elient, the amount of the value estimate, 
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event. 
my analyses, opinions, and conelusions were developed, and this report has been pre
pared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property that is the subjeet of 
this report. (If more than one person signs the report, this certmcation must elearly 
speci.fy which individuals did and which individuals did not make a personal inspeetion 
of the appraised property.) 
no one provided significant professionai assistanee to the person signing this report. 
(If there are exceptions, the name of eaeh individual providing significant professional 
usistanee must be stated.) 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. 

Standards Rule 8-4 

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, eaeh oral personaI property appraisal report 
(including expert testimony) must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 8-2 
and state conformity with Standards Rule 8-3. 

Standards Rule 8-5 

An appraiser who signs a personal property appraisal report prepared by another, even under the 
label of "review appraiser", 'must accept fu1l responsibility for the eontents of the report. 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. 

This requirement is directed to the employer or supervisor signing the report of an employee or 
subeontraetor. The employer or supervisor signing the report is as responsible as the individuai 
preparing the appraisal for the content and eonclusions of the appraisal and the report. Using a 
conditionaI label next to the signature of the employer or supervisor or signing a form report on 
the line over the words "review appraiser" does not exempt that individuai from adherenee to these 
standards. 

This requirement does not address the responsibilities of a review appraiser, the subject of 
Standards Rule 3. 
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STANDARD 9 

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal. an appraiser must be aware of, understand. 
and eorreetly employ those reeognized methods and proeedures that are neeessary to produee a 
eredible appraisal. 

Comment: Standard 9 is directed toward the same substantive aspects set forth in Standard 1, 
but addresses business and intangible asset appraisal. 

Standards Rule 9-1 

In developing a business or intangible asset apprais~ an appraiser must: 

(a) be aware of, understand, and correetly employ those reeognized methods and procedures that 
are neeessary to produce a credible appraisal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirl~ment is not oermitted. Changes and developments 
in the economy and in investment theory have a substantial impact on the business appraisal 
profession. Important changes in the financlal arena, securities regulatian, tax lawand major new 
court decisions may result in corresponding changes in business appraisal practice. 

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affeets an appraisal; 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. In performing appraisal 
serviees an appraiser must he certain that the gathering of factual informatian is conducted in a 
manner that is sufficiently diligent to reasonably ensure that the data that would have a material 
or significant effect on the resulting opinions or concIusions are considered. Further, an appraiser 
must use sufficient care in analyzing such data to avoid errors that would significantly meet his 
or her opinions and conelusions. 

(e) not render appraisal services in a eareless or negligent manner, such as a series of errors that, 
considered individually, may not signifieantly affeet the resuits of an appraisal, but whieh, 
when eonsidered in the aggregate, wouId be misleading. 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. Perfection is impossible to 
attain and competenee does not require perfection. However, an appraiser must not render 
appraisal service s in a careless or negligent manner. This rule requires an appraiser to use diligence 
and care. The fact that the carelessness or negligenee of an appraiser has not caused an error that 
significantly meets his or her opinions or conclusions and thereby seriously harms a client does 
not excuse such carelessness or negligenee. 

Standards Rule 9-2 

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must observe the followingspeeific 
appraisal guidelines: 

(a) adequately identity the business enterprise, assets, or equity under consideration, define the 
purpose and the intended use of the appraisal, consider the elements of the appraisal investi
gation, eonsider any speeiallimiting conditions, and identity the effective date of the appraisal; 

(b) define the value being considered. 
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STANDARD 9 (continued) 

Standards Rule 9-2 (continued) 

(i) ii the appraisal concerns a business enterprise or equity interests, consider any buy-sell 
agreements, investment letter stock restrictions, restrictive corporate charter or part
nership agreement clauses, and any similar features or factors that may have an in:fluence 
on value. 

(ii) ii the appraisal concerns assets, the appraiser must consider whether the assets are: 
(1) appraised separately; or 
(2) appraised as parts of a going concern. 

Comment: The value of assets held by a business enterprise may change significantly depending 
on whether the basis of valuation is acquisition or replacement, continued use in place, or 
liquidation. 

(ili) ii the appraisal concerns equity interests in a business enterprise, consider the extent 
to which the interests do or do not contain elements of ownership control. 

Com me nt: Special attention should be paid to the attributes of the interest being appraised 
induding the rights and benefits of ownership. The elements of control in a given situation may 
be affected by law, distribution of ownership interests, contractual relationships, and many' other 
factors . .As a consequence, the degree of control or lack of it depends on a broad variety of facts 
and circumstances which must be evaluated in the specific situation. Equity interests in a business 
enterprise are not necessarily worth the pro rata share of the business enterprise value as a whole. 

Conversely, ifthe value of the whole is not considered, the value of the business enterprise is not 
necessarily a direct mathematical extension of the value of the fractional interests. 

Standards Rule 9-3 

In develop~g a business or intangible asset appraisal relating to an equity interest with the ability 
to cause liquidation of the enterprise, an appraiser must investigate the possibility that the business 
enterprise may have a higher value in liquidation than for continued operation as a going concem 
absent contrary provisions of law of a competent jurisdietian. If liquidation is the indicated basis of 
valuation, any real estate or personal property to be liquidated must be valued under the appropriate 
standard. 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. This rule requires the 
appraiser to recognize that continued operation of a business is not always the best premise of 
value as liquidation may result in a higher value. It shouId be noted, however, that this should 
be considered only when the business equity being appraised is in a position to cause liquidation. 
If liquidation is the appropriate premise of value, then assets such as real estate and tangible 
personal property must be appraised under Standard 1 and Standard 7, respectively. 

Standards Rule 9-4 

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must observe the following specific 
appraisal guidelines when applicable: 

(a) consider all appropriate valuation methods and procedures. 

(b) colleet and analyze relevant data regarding: 
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STANDARD 9 (continued) 

Standards Rule 9-4 (continued) 

(i) the nature and history of the business; 
(ii) financial and economic conditions affecting the business enterprise, its industry, and 

the general economy; 
(iü) past results, current operations, and future prospects of the business enterprise; 
(iv) past sales of capital stock or other ownership interests in the business enterprise being 

appraised; 
(v) sales of similar businesses or capital stock of publicly held similar businesses; 
(vi) prices, terms, and conditions affecting past sales of similar business assets; 

Comment: This guideline direets the appraiser to study the prospeetive and retrospeetive aspeets 
of the business enterprise and to study it in terms of the eeonomie and industry environment 
within whieh it operates. Further, sales of securities of the business itself or similar businesses 
for which sufficient information is available should also be considered. 

In eertain circumstanees, the business appraiser may also colleet and analyze data regarding 
funetional and/or economie utility or obsoleseenee of the business assets. 

Eeonomie obsoleseence is a major eonsideration when assets are considered as parts of a going 
eoncern. It may also be one of the criteria in deciding that liquidation is the appropriate premise 
for valuation. 

Standards Rule 9·5 

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must: 

(a) select and employ one or more approaches that apply to the specific appraisal assignments. 

Comment: This rule requires the appraiser to use all relevant approaches for whieh sufficient 
reliable data are available. However, it does not mean that the appraiser must use all approaches 
in order to eomply with the rule if eertain approaches are not applicable. 

(b) consider and reconcile the indications of value resulting from the various approaches to arrive 
at the value conclusion. 

Comment: Departure from this binding reamrement is not permitted. The appraiser must evaluate 
the relative reliability of the vanous indications of value. The appraiser should consider quality 
and quantity of data leading to eaeh of the indications of value. The valu e conclusion is the re sult 
of the appraiser's judgment and not neeessarily the result of a mathematical process. 
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STANDARD 10 

In reporting the results of a business or intangible asset appraisal an appraiser must eommunieate 
eaeh analysis, opinion, and eonelusion in a manner that is not misleading. 

Standards Rule 10-1 

Eaeh written or oral business or intangible asset appraisal report must: 

(a) elearly and aeeurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading. 

Comment: neparture from this binding reguirement is not permitted .. 

(b) eontain sufficient information to enable the intended user(s) to understand it. Any specific 
limiting eonditions eoneerning information should be noted. 

Comment: nepanure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. Any specülc limiting con· 
ditions should be noted in the engagement letter as well as in the report itself. A fallure to observe 
this rule could cause the intended users of the report to make a serious error even though each 
analysis, opinion, and conclusion in the report is clearly and accurately stated. 

(e) elearly and aeeurately disclose any extraordinary assumption that directly affects the 
appraisal and indieate its impaet on value. 

Comment: neparture from this binding reguirement is not permitted. This rule requires a clear 
and accurate disclosure of any extraordinary assumptiona or conditions that directly affect an 
analysis, opinion, or conclusion. Examples of such extraordinary assumptions or conditions might 
inelude items such as the execution of a pending lease agreement, atypical financing, infusion of 
additional working capital or making other capital additions, or compliance with regulatory 
authority rules. The report should indicate whether the extraordinary assumption or condition 
has a positive, negative or neutral impact on v81ue. 

Standards Rule 10-2 

Eaeh written business or intangible asset appraisal report must eomply with the following speeific 
reporting guidelines: 

(a) identify and deserihe the business enterprise, assets or equity being appraised. 

(b) state the purpose and intended use of the appraisal. 

(e) define the value to he estimated. 

(d) set forth the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report. 

Comment: If the appraisal concerns equity, it is not enough to identify the entity in which the 
equity is being appraised without also identi:fying the nature of the equity, for example: the number 
of shares of common or preferred stock. The purpose may be to express an opinion of value but 
the intended use of the appraisal must also be stated. 

The report date is when the report is submitted; the appraisal date or date ofvalue is the effective 
date of the value conclusion. 

(e) deserihe the extent of the appraisal process employed; 

(f) set forth all assumptions and limiting conditions that affeet the analyses, OpiniODS, and eonelusions. 
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STANDARD 10 (eontinued) 

Standards Rule 10-2 (eontinued) 

(g) set forth the information considered, the appraisal procedures followed, and the reasoning 
that supports the analyses, opinions and eonelusions. 

(h) set forth any additional information that may be appropriate to show eompllanee with, or 
elearly identify and explain permitted departures from, the requirements of Standard 9. 

(i) set forth the rationale for the valuation methods and proeedures eonsidered and employed. 

G) inelude a eertifieation in aeeordanee with S.R. 10-3. 

Standards Rule 10-3 

Eaeh written b.usiness or intangible asset appraisal report must eontain a eertifieation that is similar 
in eontent to the following: 

I eertify that, to the best of my knowledge and bellef: 

the statements of faet eontained in this report are true and eorreet. 
the reported analyses, opinions, and eonelusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting eonditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, 
opinions, and eonelusions. 
I have no (or the speeified) present or prospeetive interest in the property that is the 
subject of this report, and I have no (or the speeified) personal interest or bias with 
respeet to the parties involved. 
my eompensation is not contingent on an action or event resulting from the analyses, 
opinions, or eonelusions in, or the use of, this report. . 
my analyses, opinions, and conelusions were developed, and this report has been pre
pared, in eonformity with the Uniform Stand.ards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
no one provided significant professional 88sistance to the person signing this report. 
(If there are exceptions, the name of each individuai providing signifi"ant professional 
88sistanee must be stated.) 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. 

Standards Rule 10-4 

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, each ora! business or intangible 88set appraisal 
report (ineluding expert testimony) must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 
10-2 and state eonformity with Standards Rule 10-3. 

Standards Rule 10-5 

An appraiser who signs a business or intangible 88set appraisal report prepared by another, even 
under the label "review appraiser", must accept full responsibility for the eontents of this report. 

50 

Comment: Departure from this binding reguirement is not permitted. This requirement is directed 
to the employer or supervisor signing the report of an employee or subcontractor. The employer 
or supervisor signing the report is as responsible as the individual preparing the appraisal for the 
content and conclusions of the appraisal and the report. U sing a conditional label next to the 
signature of the employer or supervisor or signing a form report on the line over the words "review 
appraiser" does not exempt that individuai from adherence to these Standards. 

This requiremeI}t does not address the responsibilities of a review appraiser, the subject of Standard 3. 

USPAP 1994 EDITION 



ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE 
UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL 

PRACTICE 

These standards are based on the original Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice developed 
in 1986-87 by the Ad Hoo Committee on Uniform Standards and copyrighted in 1987 by The Appraisal Foundation. 
Prior to the establishment of the ASB in 1989, the USPAP had been adopted by major appraisal organizationa in 
North America and became recognized throughout the United States as the generally accepted standai'ds of 
appraisal practice. 

At its organizational meeting on January SO, 1989, the ASB unanimously approved and adopted the originai 
USP AP as, the initial appraisal standards promulgated by the ASB. These standards may be altel"ed, amended, 
interpreted, supplemented, or repealed by the ASB after exposure to the appraisal profession, users of appraisal 
services and the public in accordance with established rules of procedure. 

Efl'ective Date ,of Originai Uniform Standards: 

Amandmenta by the Appraisal Standards Board to Date: 

Ethics Provision 
PreambIe through Standard 2 
Standards S, 4 and 5 
Standard 6 
Standards 7 and 8 
Standards 9 and 10 

April 27, 1987 

December 4, 1989 
April 20, 1990 
June 5, 1990 
September 10, 1991 
March 3, 1992 
September 16, 1992 



DRAFT OF DECEMBER 17, 1993 

(END OF TEXT OF RULE) 

The rules adopted in this order sha11 take effect on the first day of the 
month following pub1ication in the Wisconsin administrative register pursuant 
to s. 227.22 (2) (intro.), Stats. 

Dated ~1A7 
I 

Agency ~-?e= A4 ~ , 
Patricia McCormack, Deputy Secretary 

Department of Regu1ation 
and Licensing 
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CORRESPONDENCE/MEMORANDUM STATE OF WISCONSIN 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

February 8, 1994 

Gary Poulson 
Assistant Revisor of Statutes 

Pamela Haack, Administrative Assistant 
Department of Regulation and Licensing 

Final Rulemaking Order 

Agency: DEPARTMENT OF REGULATION AND LlCENSING 

Clearinghouse Rule: 93·151 

Attached is a copy and a certified copy of a final order adopting rules. 
Would you please publish these rules in the code. 

Please stamp or sign a copy of this letter to acknowledge receipt. 

Thank you. 


